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lNTHODUO'l'lON 
A growing group or efficiency experte are finding 
it more profitable to concentrate on making machinee more 
human rather than humane more mach1ne·l1.ke. A f'ew yeare 
aco. some of them worked out a system or machine billing 
that seemed to show real promise. Machines not only com• 
puted and printed the bill, they printed it on a special 
post card. When it was sent back with the caeh or check, 
the post card etub could be fed directly into the machines 
that proeeae the payment record. 
c,.-si 
The advantages in·~ ... both in postage and in pro• 
ceasing -- were obvious. Top management in many firma, 
chiefly cas and electric companiee, have hailed it as the 
greatest thing since double entr,y bookkeeping. 
The disadvantages, in comparieon, are relatively 
minort the customer loses the privacy an envelope provided, 
and you can't use a bill insert, because there's nothing to 
insert it in. Of the two, the lack or privacy was probably 
conaidered the major disadvantage. 
This attitude toward bill inserts isn't surprising. 
We r ve had "stuffe rs" • as they r re usually called (usually, 
also, with the same connotation as "Junk mail") for years. 
They have appeared not only with the monthly charges for 
public utilities, but with department store credit state• 
ments, correspondence from insurance firms and other busi-
nesses that send bills by first class mail. 
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Just the sameM a vei7 large number of people somehow 
manage to open bills, read the statement, pay the charges 
and throw away the envelope without even seeing the bill 
insert. Ridiculous? Surveys prove it. 
An even larger number of people, of course, can look 
at a magazine ad or television commercial and not see it. 
But all of them know what a TV commercial or magazine ad !!!..• 
But ask them about "bill inserts", •stutters," or •that 
little pamphlet that comes with your phone bill" and you 
get blank looks. 
People who speak on public relations, both in trade 
associations and schools, will give you all the details 
about the need to write a clear, concise news release, the 
problems that face a house magazine editor or the techniques 
of preparing a speech. But bill inserts •••• ? 
Let's fact it. Bill inserts just aren't a "glamor" 
~~~ediWII. Glamorous or not, they could be important. With a 
bill insert, you know that your message will at least get 
to all of your customers. You can also reach them by 
direct mail, but you have to pay for postage. The bill in-
sert is a hitch•hiker. It coats more, of course, to use 
an envelope than a post card, but poet card bills and direct 
mail to every customer would cost even more. 
Even more imPortant, bill inserts are f!!d. And the 
extent of the readership 1a surprisingly high. Few people 
in the business, as this paper will show, and probably even 
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fewer of' the general public realize its extent. You can 
safely say that readership of' an average bill insert is 
roughly three times as great as that of a good newspaper 
ad. 1 We'll see1 later in this study6 how bills have com-
pletely outclassed newspapers6 magazines and TV in giveaway 
tests. 
When you compare costs per reader1 the bill insert's 
performance in large companies is impressive. Let's take a 
public utilities company operating within a certain area. 
It may be a state, several states or a section of one state. 
If the firm decides to tell its story via newspaper ads, 
the larger the area, the more papers in which it must buy 
space. '!'he cost pe:':' customer stays roughly the same. With 
bill inserts, though 1 the larger the area, the smaller the 
cost per customerJ all the inserts needed can be produced 
at once, in quantity. Quantity production cuts costs 
quite drastically. For example~ the Southern New England 
Telephone Company in Connecticut in December., 1959 printed 
approximately 750 1 000 bill inserts for an average cost of 
about .03 cents per customer. If, however, they had 
printed only 71 000, the average cost would be 3 cents per 
customer-- 100 times greater. 2 
2Eatimate by Robert Tuttle president of Harty Preas, 
New Haven, Nov. 17, 1959. Harty lr:;ss had been printing the 
insert in question for several years. 
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Bill inserts do have disadvantages, though. As we've 
already noted, some people don't even takeft them out of the 
envelope. Then there's the matter of tim1ng. Even if 
your customer does look at the insert, he may not be too 
receptive. Asking for money doesn't usually make a person 
like you better. And studies show that people are more 
ready to believe a person or orpnization they like than 
omt they don't llke.i In a bill insert, even a message 
well calculated to make the customer like your firm or 
agree with its aims may turn out to be a boomerang. 
Ask a large group of customers what they think of 
a part1oular bill insert. Comments likea 
"The telephone company's a monopolyJ they don't have 
to advertise 1" 
"This is a waste of moneyJ" or 
""!'hey print those things because they have too many 
employees -- they have to keep them busyJ" 
aren't at all rare. The bill insert may not cost nearly 
as lllUch as the company's newspaper, radio or TV programs, 
but the general public usually has only a vague idea of 
advertising costs. Then too, it more people see and remember 
' the bill inserts, they'll draw more attention to the company's 
expenditures than other medium. Bill inserts, as we'll see 
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are used by only a 8111811 number or firms compared to those 
that use other media. Their very rarity may call attention 
to themselves and the expenditures made by the company that 
publishes them. Thi.s paper will explore the bill insert's 
effect on customers' reaction to costs in more detail below. 
Bu.t of all the disadvantages of bill inserts, pro• 
babl7 the biggest one is ignorance of its effect. Only a 
few of the companies that use them have more than a vague 
idea of their effectiveness. as this paper will show. 
Even knOwledge of how~ customers read them is shadowy 
in many oases. 
In a random sample of bill inserts, you !11 find 
every size, shape, style, approach, type of subJect and 
variety or readability represented. They may be almost 
as big as a tabloid newspaper or as small as one side of 
a paok of cigarettes. They may use four-color printing 
or black and white. They may use photos or artwork or both. 
They may contain 17 items or one. The tone in the writing 
may be as cold as the Greenland Glacier or Just too cute 
for words. Readability on the Flesch scale may range 
from "very eaay", on a par with Superman Comics to "very 
difficult" aa in your life insurance policy. 
Somehow, it doesn't seem likely that all or these ap-
proaches are equally effective. As we!ll see, there is, in 
fact, a great dearth of information about the effectiveness 
of bill inserts. The results of this lack are pretty ob-
vious: 
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For one thing, it makes for a lot of confusion. If 
nobody lmowe what is effective, anyone with a hunch (not 
an idea -- ideas are based on fact) and enough authority 
will put it in effect. The change may be 'for the better, 
but it's Just as likely to be for the Norse. More likely 
in fact. Most bill insert editors have professional PR or 
advertising experience# but officials outside the public 
relations or advertising department seldom have. The editor 
may know intuitively the idea is no good, but he can't 
prove it. 
Even worse~ the bill insert may be dropped completely. 
The only thing that can be definitely stated about it is 
that it costs a certain amount of money to produce. Whether 
the money is worth it or not, no one know. Along comes 
post card billing, and the money that had gone into the 
insert now goes to newspapers, radio or TV -- where 1t 
may not go as far. 
This paper will attempt to throw a little light on a 
limited part of the bill insert field -- those used by public 
utilities. 
~blic utilities were chosen because, utilities 
companies can use bill inserts more profitably than most other 
organizations. w·Tbey furnish a regular service to almost 
everybody 1n a fixed area. They don't have to worry about 
making new customers, at least not to the extent that most 
retail f1nns do. Most power and telephone companies do 
have merchandising programs, but the bulk or their income 
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cOllies fi'OIII steady service. The rates for this service 
are set by governmental organizations, whioh are ultimate• . 
ly controlled by the public. Hence, public ut1l1tie/~~/ 
a great need for effective public relations~. Also, because 
they are monopolies, public util.!ties make particularly in• 
viting targets. Th~ paper will attempt to show that pub• 
" Uo relations 1a a field in which bill inserts can play an 
espeo:lally effective part •. , 
. ~ ---. 
·- / ~.--~~ c-; 
The second reason is that utilities use regular month-
ly bills. Thi~ bllltng process permits the use of a bill 
insert that is more or a periodical than a one-shot piece 
or direct mail promotion. This, as the paper will show, 
is also important in the public relations use of bill in-
aerte. 
The public ~elations use of bill inserts will be the 
~~~&in concern of this paper. Bill inserts have been quite 
et'fective at times in merchandising campaigns, but, as 
this thesis will show, they are more valuable to a utility 
as a public relations tool. 
tt''' --jlJ-< 
Thu paper wtU provide},' 
A glance at the eXisting state of bill inserts -- who 
publishes them, why they are published~ what types and var• 
ieties of bill inserts are being published and how often 
they are publ1shed1 
An analysis of' their effecti veness.,.d ,,/ 
Information on what makes them effective •. 
Section I 
THE BILL INSBM' FIELD 
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Chapter I 
WHA'l' ARE :an.t. INSERTS 'I 
What are bill inserts? Any items inserted in bills, 
of course. That's an acourate enough defini tion1 but 1 t 
6 hardly •heds much light. Untortunately 1 thOUgh, that • a 
about the only way you can sum them up in a sentence. As 
mentioned before, they may be or any conceivable size, 
format, or style. They may be sent to all customers, a 
class or customers or a geographical group of customers. 
They may go out with every bill, or they may be "one-
shots." '!'hey may have just one purpose, or they may have 
a combination. 
In an effort to get an idea or what's what in the bill 
insert business, the author, in September, 1957, sent let-
tera and questionnaires to 100 electric, gas, water and in-
dependent telephone companies in the United States and 
Canada. The firms were drawn by random sample from Poor's 
Direptory ~ fUblic Utilities. Wholesalers and Bell System 
telephone companies were omitted. '!'he first class was 
dropped becauee the paper was to concentrate on material 
sent to residence oustomersJ the second, because the author 
already had an abundance of material on Bell System public 
relations policies. 
or the 100 questionnaires, 89 were returned. Most 
of the non-returns had gone to water companies. Of the 89, 
18 used bill inserts. All ot the six telephone companies 
(two have elnoe merged) used them. Only 12 of' the 71 power 
eO!npanies uaed bill inserts -- most of the rest said they 
used IBM post cards. One of the firms, the Wisconsin Public 
Service Corp., stated that a survey by the Edison Electrical 
Inatitute and the American Gas Association showed that 216 
of the 279 utilities that responded used the IBM card. 
For the record$ the Bell System telephone companies agree 
with the independents l'lUX"\feYed: they all use bill inserts. 
This doesn't indicate that either the power or the telephone 
industry has intelligence or facts that the other doesn't. 
Nor does it mean that the influence of the conservative Bell 
System has kept the independents to a policy the power firms 
have found too expensive. ( 8 Independents," it should be 
noted, is being used 1n its usual incorrect sense to 1nolude 
the General Telephone System.) It merely reflects the types 
of billing practical in the two industries. 
Telephone bills are rather complicated affairs. They 
lllUSt include toll statements. Until this year the machinery 
foi' computing and printing toll statements was entirely 
sepante from the machinery that computes and prints the 
rest of' the bill. This is also true if the work is done 
manually. It just hasn't been possible to put all this 
data on -:>'18 poA~card. Telephone companies are now beginning 
to use an IBM oard for convenience in processing, but it's 
enclosed with the statements in an envelope. The telephone 
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people didn't use the IBM postcard because they couldn't. 
Because of the lack of data on water companies, this 
paper will concent:t'!lte on the po~ter and telephone companies. 
These two classes are the big users. On the average, they 
are far larger than the water companies and hence more 
able to profitably use bill inserts. 
How do they try to use bill inserts profitably? 
What aims do their leaflets have? One thing many hope to 
do is build up their relations with their publics. 
Let •s go back to the definition at the beginning of 
this chapter I "A bill insert is anything included in a 
bill." You might further say a bill insert is material 
inserted in a bill to benefit the firm sending the bill. 
That's also true, but some ot the material may have come 
from an outside group seeking publicity for its own benefit. 
As long as the item will also serve the aims of the firm 
sending out the bill, it stands a good chance of being in· 
eluded. Bill inserts, no less than commercial media, are 
a target for all sorts of publicity seekers, They range 
from the Junior League to oyster fishermen to dairy fam~­
era to promoters of civic centennials. Th4t 1 s because 
some types of bill inserts aim to improve community rela-
tione with stories and pictures of interesting things in 
the oOllllll\lnity. 
No bill insert, of course, can publish only this 
sort ot etutr. It's rather hopeless to try to compete 
with L1t'e with something that will fit inside a gas company 
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billing envelope. It 1s rather a waste or money# too. 
other public relations devices include giveaways or such 
th1nr;s ass a booklet on how to plant trees (so they won't 
endanger power lines or break gas pipes) J a booklet on 
interesting places to visit in the state or region (with 
the suggestion that you make a long distance call to oon-
fil"'ll your reservat1on)J or a catalog of' 16mm movies you can 
borrow, suitable for schools or clubs (which may show how 
to avoid electrocution or describe the part the telephone 
induatr,v plays 1n national defense.) Stories may urge 
people not to put election posters on polee. They may 
compare telephone service in the local area by a privately-
owned compar17 with that 1n Austr:1a under a state-owned 
system. Interesting ways to tell how the company outs its 
coats and keeps its rates down in spite or inflation are a 
constant problem to editors of' inserts that go in for this 
sort or t;h1ng. Also standard fare is the story that shows 
how progressive the COIIIJNU17 is •• with pictures of' marvel• 
oua new telephones Just oft' the drawing boards but not in 
production, or wholly-automated generator plants. Bill 
inaerts may ooeaaionally get into politics, as in the 
proteats against the telephone excise tax that appeared 
in Bell System bill inaerts in 1958 and 1959. 
An imaginative public relations use or bill inserts 
has been started by the Kansas-Nebraska Natural Gas Company 
(', ot' Hastings, Neb. Like most power t'1ms, Kansas-Nebraska 
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uses IBM post card bills. However, they regularly pick 
out towns in their area for a direct mail survey. They 
enclose survey blanks in envelopes with the post card 
bills. CUstomers are asked what they think of the company. 
They're invited to write down any complaints they may 
have. The complaints go to the company's local managers. 
The managers must visit the complaining parties personally 
and try to iron out their difficulties. Then they report 
to the home office on their v1sits. 1 Kansas-Nebraska's 
progrlllll is in Appendix A. 
About as many bill inserts are used for merchandising 
as f'or public relations, according to the authe>r' s "'U:''"~:·. 
Though utilities principally provide service, most of them 
also sell products, too. All telephone companies have pre-
mium-priced items, such as volume control phones, "no-hands" 
phones or colored phones. They all tr:v to persuade customers 
to order extension phones. Electric companies promote the 
sale of electric appliaaoes. In some cases they actually 
sell the appliances, in others, they hope to induce customers 
to use more electricity. The same holds true for gas com-
panies. Both also publish recipes in their bill inserts, 
preferably dishes that take a lot of' cooking. 
Extra products and services mean extra income, of 
course, but the utilities have more than one reason for 
merchandising. A company that doesn't do its utmost to 
lD1e81ng, James J. 1 Director of Public Relations, Kansas-Nebraska Natural Gas Company, in letter to au~hot, 
June 3, 1957. 
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make money through sales may find the public utilities com-
mission reluctant to grant rate increases when the profits 
drop. 2 
The third principal type of material in bill in-
serts is instructional matter. Instructional items aim to 
help customers get the most from the company's services. 
Electric and Gas companies tell customers the best ways to 
use home appliances, including the recipes mentioned above. 
They may teach customers how to read meters, so that they 
can check their bills. The reason tor the first type of 
instruction, or course, is to keep the customers satisfied 
with their service and show them how they can make even more 
use of it. This keeps customers buying -- and buying more 
or -· whatever type of power the company offers. Also, 
if they use it well, they'll presumably be happy with it. 
And if the people are happy with their service, the company 
is more likely to get a rete increase when it applies for 
one from the people's representatives. The meter-reading 
instruction has another aim ••to forestall complaints about 
overbilling. If many complaints are unfounded, and if the 
company 1e not intentionally cheating its customers (a 
policy that ror-,a PJ.blicly-regulated company would be risky 
to say the least), it saves a lot of time and money of the 
customer can check his own bill. 
2Benson, Reuel A., General Information Manager, 
Southern New England Telephone Company, in conversation 
with the author in August, 1959. 
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Telephones, of course, don't have individual meters. 
But if' meter•reading instructions aren't included in tel-
ephone inserts, other types are. Instructions include 
how to use direct distance dialing, information as to what 
nearby exchanges can be called toll-free when the "local 
service" area is extended and exhortations to keep party 
l~nes clear. This last type of' instruction is now disap• 
pearing. The phone companies have begun to. catch up with 
the cable shortage caused by World War II. As cable become 
more available and population density increases to where 
it becomes practical to offer customers lines with fewe"(' 
parties or private lines, the "party line courtesy" bit 
disappears. A little annoyance to customers on multi-party 
lines is a positive benef'it. If they get mad enough, they'll 
buy more expensive service. 
Otherwise, the telephone firms have the same aims as 
the power companies. They want to keep their customers 
happy with the new services and have them make more use of 
them. Since telephone companies have offered direct dis-
tance dialing, toll-calling has increased. Toll-free 
calling to nearby exchanges uarually triples the calls to 
those areas. In the first case, increased calling means 
greater prof'its. In the second, profits are already in-
sured by a :higher local rate, but increased calling (which 
costs the company nothing extra) makes the customer feel 
he's getting the worth of' his money. The telephone companies 
get still another benefit from their new services: increased 
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automation means lower coats in the long run. 
Instructions for such things as direct distance dial• 
ing or extended local service seldom appear in regular 
monthly bill inserts. You find them in "splits", in which 
special pages are substituted for those in the regular 
publication, or in "specials", one-shots inserted in addition 
or in place of the regular bill. The reason is that these 
services seldom appear 1n the whole territory at the same 
time. These two examples are from the telephone industry. 
But both telephone and power companies use splits and spec-
ials to inform customers of' billing changes. Power companies 
use them to tell customers of' changes in service such as a 
switch from artificial to natural gas. They may be used to 
help special sales promotions, too. 
However, for public utilities, the regularly published 
insert has special advantages. Utilities bill all their 
customers every month. With regular inserts they can be .sure 
each customer gets every message. There are no skips or 
duplications. What the customers do with the messages after 
they arrive is another matterJ at least they get there. 
With the limited P.R. budgets of most utilities, the 
bill inserts 1 economy should make it especially useful. 
For a company interested in public relations, the regularly• 
published insert is easily the more versatile medium. 
It permits the gradual build-up of a campaign. The 
campaign may be'~to interest customers in getting their homes 
"fully electrified" or to introduce s "Princess• extel1l:ion 
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phone. It may be to pave the way for an increase in gas 
rates or for a decrease in phone taxes. In any case, you 
get the advantage of repetition. If a customer misses your 
message in a one-shot, he misses it forever. If he misses 
it in a regular publication, you may reach him again next 
month. 
The word "publication" was used deliberately. Com-
ments such as "I look forward to it (the bill insert) every 
month" are frequent when you survey customers about this 
medium. The regularly-published inserts build up a follow-
ing just as any commercial publication does. This givss 
a utility a chance to build up a "corporate image" through 
an interesting publication. 
There's another advantage to regularly-published 
bill inserts, tool you can present more messages per issue. 
A special bill insert deals with only one subject --
the special reason it was published. It's possible that 
there might be two special subjects, but if special subjects 
were so numerous that this happened frequently, they 
wouldn't be so special. 
Conceivably, acompany that didn't want to spend the 
money for a regularly issued bill insert could put one out 
whenever it had an unexpected surplus in the PR or adver-
tising budget. The money could come from booklets the 
company had decided not to print, ad campaigns they had, 
killed or other sources. This insert might also contain 
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several run-of-the-bill "community-relations" stories. The 
reception it would get might not be the same as the publica-
tion-type insert gets, though. The surprised customer 
might just askr "What in the world is this?' 
The regularly-published bill insert, then, is obvious-
ly the more important medium for public relations. The 
problems of publishing it are enough for this thesis without 
worrying about specials and other one-shot types. 
A word about the process of sending out bills: 
Large utilities companies universally use the "stag-
gered" billing system. This means different areas or, in 
telephone companies, different groups of telephone numbers, 
get their b:llls on different dates. This keeps the large 
staff of people required for the job at work all through 
the month. 
The same issue goes to customers for a full month. 
That means the editor has to select his material pretty 
carefully. An item that might be as startling as Sputnil<: I 
at the beginning of the billing cycle may be~ stale as 
/month-old bread near the end of it. If' top management 
decides an item should get immediate publicity, the editor 
may have to hold up his regular issue in the middle of' a 
billing cycle and run the "must" for a full month, then go 
back to the regular for the rest of his readers. There also 
may be some rather complicated mathematics involving quantities 
and timing when a split for a special area is involved. 
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These production problems, though, are also beyond the 
scope of this paper. The important consideration is the 
selection of material. 
That's a pretty broad subject even without staggered 
billing. There are almost as many approaches to this as 
there are bill inserts. Let's take a look at some samples. 
Chapter II 
TYPES· OF INSERTS IN USE -- Power Companies 
It takes only a small sample to show what a wide 
variety of approaches you can find in bill inserts. Of 
the two classes of publishers we are considering -- power 
and telephone companies -- the power finns easily go to 
the farther extremes. There are a lot more power companies 
than telephone companies. That might have something to do 
with it. But judging f'rom the survey, the number of power 
companies using bill inserts probably isn't much greater 
than all of the telephone companies in the United States. 
No organization overshadows the power industry as AT&T does 
the telephone industry, of course. That might also be a 
factor. AT&T's influenae on specific advertising and public 
relations practices is often rather nebulous even in com-
panies 1t owns outright, however. It 1s even more so 1n 
the Bell System companies it does not own and in the true 
independents. The General Tel~ Co., as we'll see, holds 
a tighter rein on its operating companies, but even here, 
there's an exception. At any rate,. General, with less than 
3,000,000 telephones, 1s hardly a dominant force in the tele-
phone business. Another reason for the wider variety in 
the power business• bill inserts is the wider variety of 
the power business. Some companies sell gas. Some sell 
electricity. Some sell both. Some also sell appliances. 
They range from the huge Pacific Gas and Elect rid Company • 
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the world's biggest operating (as distinguished from hold-
ing) utility company, to scores of firms that serve only 
a single community. 
Let's look first at the power company inserts. 
Samples of each are included in Appendix B. Here is a short 
description of each sample, coverings size, number of 
items per issue, number of photos, number of pieces of art 
work and type, general appearance, style, whether it's 
produced by staffers or an agency, and "readability". The 
Flesch system was used to spot-check readability, because it 
provides a wide variety of ratings. Also included are the 
firm's views on bill inserts, as gleaned from the survey. 
UTILITY SERVICE, produced by California-Pacific 
Utilities Company. 
~~ Four to six 3 l/2" x 6" pages. 
Number of items per :Lssuet Two. 
Contents• One of the two samples devotes moat of 
its space to instructions for reading metersJ in 
the other, the biggest item is a selling appeals 
"see how little it costs for these electrical ser-
vices." Both boost better living with low cost 
electricity on the baok pages. This insert makes 
heavy use of "Reddy Kilowatt," a bulb-nosed crea-
tion of an independent firm that rents him out to 
operating power companies. 
lllustrat1onst No photos., but a number of' line 
drawings. most of them small, of "Reddy" and 
electrical appliances. 
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General appearancea Not bad. The use of a second 
color isn't particularly good. 
Style: Crisp and clear in instruction. "Reddy 
')1:. 
KilowaNt" stuff' is informal and advert1sing1sh. 
fteadab111tzt (Flesch system) •standard• 1n the in-
structional materiall "very easy" in the Reddy 
Kilowatt merchandising. 
The principal value of' the insert, as the company 
sees it is to "sell customers on new uses of utility 
service and announce new rates and special services." 
Utility Seryice is both staff' and agency pro-
duced, according to Califomia-Pacif'ic. Probably 
the agency involved is Reddy Kilowatt's owner. 
The types of' items favored by the finn, accord-
ing to the questionnaire, are the same as we've 
noc;;d in the content analysis. The answer to "What 
types of articles, pictures, etc. should a good bill 
insert contain?" 1st "1 - customer service 2 • cus-
tomer costs" • 
. The "customer service" category probably includes 
the back page ads - 11ll'or better living use more 
electricity• and "Light up tor better living with 
low cost electricity." Both try to "sell customers 
on new uses of utility service•, though they don't 
specify the "new uses." The section on average 
costs of electricity for appliances could come 
under either the "customer service" or •customer 
costs" category. It probably comes under both. 
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The item on meter reading is, of course, a •custom-
er cost" story. 
or the factors that go into a good bill insert, 
the company lists 
l. Interesting contents 
2. Readability 
3. Makeup 
4. Color 
1n order or importance. 
California-Pacific does not publish this insert 
every month. In fact, they f'ind it gets better readership 
if' not used every month. 'l'hia 1naert1 of course, uses a 
pretty direct, if not sledge•h81111118r1sh, approach. There 
are just so many ways you can sayt "use more electricity.• 
Repeated blows tend to deaden readership, at least in this 
company's experience. They report house-to•house surveys 
show readership of' "up to 65~ 1fQOt used each month." 
(Italics by the author.) 
The results of' this sort or repetition are familiar 
to &l'IYOne in advertisingl repeated applications of the same 
d.:> e.;· 
doR tend to decrease in impact each time. Why do adver-
tisers uae repetition, thenf Because all or the 55~ who 
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read your message the second time may not be included in 
the 65~ who saw it the first time. 
Here we have a shining example of how not to inter-
-
pret a readership survey. 
WATTS WHAT# produced b7 the Orange and Rockland Electric Co., 
Monroe. N.Y. t 
Size 1 Four 7 l/2 xlO" pages 
Iteg per issue t About 15 
lllustrationl Eight to ten photos per issue .. either 
deep one-columns or shallow two-columns. P1ctures 
are fairly goodJ reproduction (otfset) 6 fairly 
poor. Some photos are mortised for layout effects. 
G!Mral AppeaNncel Newspaper fonnat, good line 
length, uncluttered, interesting layout. No color. 
Three columns wide. 
Bble t lnfonnal, perhaps a bit too folksy. Some 
stories (Mr. Electronic Wizzard, March, 1 57) too 
cute. 
Contents J Mostly public relations. There are some 
sort-sell merchandising items, but most stories con-
cern Mws or the company and the industrial growth 
or the community. The latter seems to be part of' 
\ 
a "crusade" the publication is waging, a la news-
paper. {See the coupon in the April issue) It's 
also an example or a good type of PR item for a 
bill insert -- promoting something that is good for 
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the community and also good for the company, but stressing 
the good of the community. News of the company includes 
all developments in the company, down to new h1r·inge and 
retirements. The "Mr. Electronic Wizzard" story combines 
a description of a new development with instructions for 
mald.ng out a bill. Instructions 1n this insert are as pain-
leas as possible. The spectacular Jumping dog picture in 
the April issue of another example of painless instruction. 
Readability: "Fairly easy" on the Flesch scale. 
The company' a own statement of' the value of this fine 
bill insert is t "Goodwill of customers •• keeping them posted 
on •Dilr problema and eventual solutions in order to better 
mair. .. ain continuity of adequate service." 
It is .. produced by two members of the supervisory 
staff with outside professional editor." The "outside pro-
fessional editor• does the writing, it seems. Staffers 
did not know what, if any, readability formula he uses. 
The Watts What staffers feel that a good bill insert 
should contain •articles tending to acquaint customers with 
some probleu or company and steps taken to solve problems 
through personnel, equipment, etc.," according to the re-
turned questionnaire. It should be noted that the question-
naire was filled out by the personnel manager. "We have no 
set proportions, but we attempt to diversity articles, 
such as local interest, news of company, personnel news, 
jokes, advertising, etc." 
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"News of company" has the highest readership. 
Orange-Rookland finds the local interest and news of 
company items are the most effective ones for promoting 
customer good will, as might be expected. Until the time 
of' the survey, they had relied on "general product" adver-
tising and, as we've seen, in a soft-sell way. Immediately 
at'ter the survey, they switched to name brand advertising. 
The 0-R people rate the factors that go into a good 
bill insert this wayt 
1. Readability 
2. Interesting contents 
3. Makeup 
4. Color (They use no color) 
Readership is a whopping 85%. This is deterndned by 
a telephone survey of' each area in their franchise territory. 
P.G. and E. PROGRESS, produced by the Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company of San Francisco. Progress is one of two inserts 
sent to each customer by this company. They also enclose a 
small advertising leaflet. As they are sent together, 
weU1 consider them togethert 
Sizet Progress -- 10 l/2" x 8 1/4", eight pages. Leaflet --
5 l/2" x 3 1/2", two pages 
Items per issue t Progress -- average 14. Leaflet -- one 
l!lustraUona Progress -- 8-12 photos. The April issue has 
a drawing f'or a subject that couldn't be illustrated by a 
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photo. Most illustrations are two columns. Quality of 
the photos range from good to excellentJ quality of the 
reproduction (letterpress) fairly good. Mug shots are at 
a m1n1mum. Leaflet -- art or photos in four colors. One 
full page picture to an issue. 
Oen.epl Amarance: Progress -- good layout. Idke most 
bill inserts, neither newspaper nor magazine makeup, but 
a species in itself. Three columns without rules. Logo 
could be improved. Clean uncluttered appearanceJ adequate 
space for pictures. 
Leaflet -- rather attractive advertising 
Stylet Progress -- news style, but not very good news style. 
Leaflet -- infomal, simple 1 but not folksy 1 advertising 
style. 
Contents 1 Progress -- public relations stuff. Items include 
news of the company (biggest cate-ory), stories of firms 
using new services, profiles of employees who got to top 
the hard way, stories of interest to the company!s terri-
tory, helpful hints, recipes, jokes, a political story 
(".rax Bill," March 1957) and editorials. All promotion is 
indirect: service is among lowest in coat, good job 
openings, good place to invest money, good films you can 
borrow. 
Leaflet -- direct promotionl "You should take ad-
vantage of available gas (or electric) appliances.• 
Readability: Progress -- "Fairly difficult" on the Flesch 
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scale 
Leaflet --"Fairly easy." 
PO&E's PR directocy says the company does not know 
what the readership of these two inserts is, but "bill 
enclosures are one of our primary methods of communication 
in terniS of effectiveness." This was determined by public 
opinion survey, he says. He gives no details of the survey 
or what it asked. 
Both of these inserts are produced by staff men. 
In 9 Progress", which the company calls a customer 
magazine, "a balance is maintained in editorial matter, 
between stories of general interest and those specifically 
on the company," as we have seen. The leaflet, of course, 
1111 pure advertising. 
Readability is achieved, in PG&E's opinion, by this 
rules "Use the simplest words that will transmit the mean-
ing intended." The rule is good. The trouble is the 
application. 
The PG&E people will not rate one of the factors 
listed on the questionnaire -- interesting contents, makeup, 
color or readability - as being more important than the 
others. They saya "All factors important. Their relative 
importance varies with the subject, the purpose, and the 
format." 
ltEN'l'OCKY UTILl'l'DS NEWS, published by the Kentucky Utilities 
Company of Lexington.. Kentucky. 
Sizet Six 7" x 8 3/4" pages 
lttms per issue 1 tight to ten 
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lllustrations About 4 or 5 photos per issue; six or seven 
draWings. Photos are o~ten conaiderably modified by an 
artist (silhouetting1 use of second color, retouching, etc.). 
Dl"8.W1ngs are the line type. sometimes with a wash or benday. 
General Appearance t Uses a second color rather garishly. 
Looks like an advertising flyer. Otherwise not bad. 
Stzl.e 1 Straightforward. rather ~ormal 
Content t About half merchandising and half PR. Meroha.nd1s1ng 
items range from straight ads (big illustration and short. 
sloganish copy) to stories that explain how such•and-such use 
of electricity or new appliance can help you. Most of 
the ads don't use brand names. Neither do they say where 
the products may be obtained. This may cut down their ef• 
feotiveness somewhat. There's a lot of how•to-do it stuffs 
how to use a sun-lamp. how to arrange lights when you're 
studying or how to build your own valences. Stories in 
this category all involve buying electrical appliances or 
using electricity. You might call this a particularly 
"soft" soft-sell or a particularly "selly" kind of PR. 
The recipes and household hints fall in this category. 
There's also another type of how-to-do, such as March-April's 
"Teach Your Children to Use Electricity Wisely" that is 
not particularly pi'Ol!IOtional. This is a public-service 
type of story, as are the plugs for bonds and the March of 
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Dimes. It shows the company to be a good citizen, In this 
case, it also encourages customer satisraction with electri-
city by telling them how to use it sarely, The editorial, 
signed by Reddy Kilowatt gets into such subJects as rates 
andtthe need f'or voting wisely. (The latter subJect, of' 
course, is handled in an non-partisan manner,) The editor-
ials have an obJective tone and stick to the facts, This 
technique should make their public relations message more 
acceptable. 
Readability; Standard to difficult 
According to Kentucky Utilities, the insert usually 
is read by about 65% of the customers, The last surveys 
gave figures of' 65~ and 67%. The surveys referred to are 
recall tests run "occasionally" by the finn's 28 home 
service advisors. Marvin c. Wachs, the company's advertis-
ing manager, who filled out the questionnaire, did not 
say what sort of samples are taken on these recall tests, 
The insert is produced by a single staf'f man. Ac-
cording to Mr. Wachs 1 a good bill insert should contain 
"Informative and informal, generally low-key promotional" 
items. Illustrations should be "User pix 1dth models, 
no catalogue shots." Strangely. two of the five inserts 
sent contain no "user pix with models" and almost all of 
-
the illustrations look as if they were made up for cata-
logues. The items that have the hisbest readership, the 
company finds are "Recipes, feminine slant stuff, new 
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p:roduots." This can hardly be doubted: most of the stories 
in the publication fall into at least one or these categor-
ies. 
The 1n'e~ does not, however, have a set proportion 
as to how much space any type of' 1 tem must get, should get 
from month to month. "Keep the publication flexible," Mr. 
Wachs said. "Avoid a reader reaction that say, 'Oh, I 
know what's always in thatl'" 
The type ot items most effective for customer good 
will, he says, are: "Recipes, new uses, 'have you tried 
this' type of stories." Service or product advertising 
is best achieved by items on "What's it do? Proper way 
to use. Price range. Cost of operation, and benefits, 
benefits, benefits." 
Readability is achieved by writing that's "completely 
infc:rmal, easy reading that takes the reader from one 
paragraph to the next with minimum or effort on her part. 
On spot Pl.eachea that sort of writing automatically rates 
high." The author Flesched the wrong spots-- "standard 
to difficult." It should be noted that Mr. Wachs refers 
to the reader as "her." This is definitely a feminine 
slant paper. 
Mr. Wachs rates, in order of their importance: 
1. Interesting contents 
2. Readab1l1 ty 
3. Makeup 
4. Color 
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Of makeup, he says a "It Is the icing on the cake. 
A surprising number of' people like icing." He says color 
is iraportant enough to have made the company go to two-
color offset. 
BIU. INSERT OF 'l'HE CENTRAL WJIIOlfl' PUBLIC SERVICE CORP. , 
Rutland, Vel'lllont. This insert is not produced on a regular 
schedule. It seems to be used whenever the occasion de-
mands or the spirit moves. The sample sent by Central 
Vemont airas at new customers. other types of' inserts have 
different contents, and probably differ in other ways, too. 
Just the same, let 1 a take a look at this one. 
Sizes Eight 8" x 3 3/4" pqea 
Iteu per isauet Eight items, all about rates, fuses; 
applying for service and other points of' interest to people 
getting electrical service for the first time, or at least 
from this company for the first time. 
Illuatratlona Line drawings, using both of the two colora. 
Seven small and one fairly large drawing. Reddy Kilowatt 
appears in all but one {a drawing or an electric meter). 
Ge9!ral Apwaranoe t Colorful - yellow stock and red and 
graen ink. Not garish, though. Easy to read. Fairly at-
tractive. 
Sqlet t Dry and "instructional", but uses short sentences. 
Contents!" As noted -- items or interest to new customers. 
Inatructlons With a strong dash or Reddy Kilowatt. 
ReadabiUty: "Fail'ly dif'fioult" on the Flesch scale. 
' 
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The main value ot the bill insert, the company spokes• 
man eays on the questionnaire, is that "It presents timely 
items concerning company policy and practices as well as 
promotional items to our customers in IL form that is eye-
catoh1ng and should get attention." 
How much attention it geta, though, the company can't 
say. 
It is used tor "Policies and policy changes, public 
relations items such as new construction and where, explana-
tions aa to :rates or rate changes, and promotional ma.terial 
such as new models or electric appliances for the home and 
tarm." 
"Statements of policies and practices" are used for 
customer good will and "Promotional material or new develop• 
menta, such as kitchen centers" are used tor product and 
service advertising. 
The editor uses no readability formula, but rates 
1ntereat1ng contents, makeup, color and readability all 
equally important. 
BILL INSERTS J'UBLISHED BY THE PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC 
COMPANY ot. Portland, Oregon. These inserts, like those of 
some othe.r electric companies, don't come out on a regular 
schedule. The company puts them out six to nine times a 
year. Nothing 1s standard in the tive samples of this 
insert, except that they are all promotional pieces and 
each insert contains just a single item. The size ranges 
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from six 6" x 3 l/2" pages to four 5" x 3 l/411 pages. 
All five samples are illustrated by line artwork, and the 
makeup ia entirely different in each. Each is designed 
as a separate ad. Four of them use two colorsJ the fifth 
uaes three. They are attractive direct mail advertising 
leaflets. 
The style, as might be expected, 1s advert1s1ngese. 
It reads more easily than you'd expect from its Flesch score. 
The aentences are long1 but the word 11you" appears a lot. 
The copy also usee quite a few incomplete sentences '"~ 
rhetorical answers. (Example 1 "Yes, it's a terri~ic offer, 
but don't delay.") "Standard" on the Flesch scale. 
As you might guess from the samples, these inserts 
are turned out by an agency. The company considers them 
an "inexpensive, additional advertising medium, 11 but it 
has not measured readership. Each one concentrates on 
one item. The items are "'l'hings that your customers are 
interested in or items that you want them to know about." 
Customers seem to be most interested in rate information. 
At leaat, that's what the companJ says gets the highest 
readership. How that information is available, when they 
find general readership inf'omation "hard to measure" 
is not reported on the questionnaire. 
The company rates, according to importance t 
1. Interesting contents 
2. Readability 
3. Makeup 
4. Color 
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The formula t'or writing is s1mple 1 it' not too .scien-
tific: "Make it easy to read." 
BILL INSERT PUBLISHED BY THE VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER 
OOMPANY, Richmond, Virginia. '!'hough a regularly published 
insert, this piece 1s not or the "periodical" type. It is 
llft1 :advertising piece. 
§!a.s Four pages, 3 3/4" x 6 1/211 
Iteas P!r issuet One 
Ulustrationsa Three . to eight drawings per issue, most of 
them aaaU, most of' them line. Some benday art is used and 
there is one large drawing or the •realistic" type. None 
of' the art is very good. Two photos (combined with artwork) 
are used in four issues. 
General Appeapncel Two colors. Usually sufficient white 
space. Clean appearance. Delligned as an advertising piece. 
Cont!nta Samples pl"'OIllte {1) a "housepower" contestJ 
(2) electrical appliances as Christmas git'tsJ (3) the jobs 
electricity can do for you, and (4) the company's home 
service department. '!'he last item 1s a fom of PR ·- keep-
ing the customer happy with his service by showing him how 
he can get the most from it. 
Sty;lea Advertiaingese. Not bad, but not especially original. 
ReadabilitYI "Fairly difficult" on one sampleJ "Standard" 
on another. 
This bill insert is produced by an advertising 
l!lset1G7-and is valuable for both advertising and public relations, 
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the company says. The principal formula for its production 
is "The basic elements of an effective piece or direct 
mail." The single item in each issue is nusually a sales 
message." The compat'l¥ does not know what the readership 
is. 
Of' the elements needed in a good bill insert, the 
company rates "interesting contents" first and "readability• 
last. It considers "makeup• and "color" equally important. 
The writer uses no •readability" formula. 
BlU.. INSERT PUBLISHED BY BOS'l'OH EDISON COMPANY 1 Boston, 
Maeaaohusetta. 
Sizet '!'wo sizes ¥- 10 1/4" x 17" sheet printed both sides 
and four 3 1/2" x 5 7/8" paps holding 12 ad sUps, printed 
both sidea, some with order blanks. 
lUuttraUona Mostly small photos of' equipment, about 20 to 
an issue. Line art of famous landmarks on two samples. 
'!'his 1a an ad for a giveaway print. 
Genex:aJ. Appea:rapoe t 'l'he big type of' insert looks like 
circular f'or a discount hOU&eJ it 1 s fairly neat for its 
type. Small type had a format more like most other bill 
inserts and seems a little more attractive. Two colors for 
moat iasueaJ three for Christmas insert. 
Content 1 From 13 to 35 4quipment ads. The only institutional 
items are the •raaous Landma11c:" pve-away prints. 
Stzle c Mostly ad style, but fairly good ad style. 
ReadabilitY I 
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This inaert, according to B. w. Robertson, who filled 
out the questionnaire for Boston Edison, is produced by the 
firm's advertising department. He says its greatest value 
is "The assurance that your mailing pieces reach your custo-
mers. There is no check on how many .!:!!!!, our enclosures,' 
he continued. "However, we do know that we get a lot of 
order cards and business through our 33 Edison Shops. It 
is considered to be our moat product! ve medium. " 
The publication is "practically 100% merchandising 
advertising and promotion," Mr. Robertson said. The only 
item included to increase customer good will is "a souvenir, 
such as the prints or t'amous landmarks which we offer." 
It should be noted that the advertising 1n this insert not 
only mentions brands, but prices and where you can buy. 'l'he 
Edison Shops operated by the company make this harder-hitting 
advertising possible. 
Boston Edison's rule for bill insert copy is "Just 
common sense and facts simply stated and 100% truthful." 
As they apply it, it seems to get results. 
Mr. Robertson rates the factors that must be con-
sidered in producing a good bill insert 1n this ordera 
1. Interesting contents 
2. Makeup 
3. Readability 
4. Color 
BILL INSERT PUBLISHED BY THE FALL RIVER ELECTRIC LIGHT 
COMPANY. 
~~ single sheet, 13" x 12 1/2", printed both sides. 
Illustration: Mostly photos o!"nappl1ances. Some small 
line drawings of appliances. One "realistic" drawing of 
a woman using appliances. 
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General Appearance 1 Looks like circular for discount house. 
No color. Makeup on::one side fairly unclutteredJ very crowded 
and bus7 on other side. Minimum possible copy. 
Content 1 Twenty-three appliance ads. Uses brand names and 
gives prices. 
Style& Ad style. M1nimua copy -- phrases rather than 
sentences. 
Readab1l1tzt Too little copy to bother "Flesching." Quite 
eas7 to read. 
Mr. R. Marchand, Fall River's spokesman on the 
questionnaire, says the bill insert "gives us an additional 
means of promoting electrical living, which, in turn, 
helps the dealers, distr1buters 1 etc.• While this is 
obviously a form of merchandising for the electric company, 
it is also a type of public relations -- maintaining good 
relations with dealers. The dealers are not customers, 
but their work helps increase the consumption of electricity. 
Regarding the percentage of' readers the insert gets, 
Mr. Marchand says 1 "le can't say what percentage, but the 
results are excellent." The same comment came from the 
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Boston Edison Co., which produces a very similar insert. 
This staff-produced insert is used for both customer 
good will and advertising, according to Mr. Marchand. Content 
analysis of the sample sent, though, showed only items in-
tended for advertising and dealer good will. 
Mr. Marchand thinks color would help the publication, 
but not enough it seems, to Justify the costs. He lists 
the factors needed for a good bill insert in this ordert 
1. Makeup 
2. Readabil1 ty 
3. Interesting contents 
4. Color 
THE PEOPLE'S GAS GAZE'l"l'f, published by: the People's Gas 
Company, Chicago, Illinois. 
Sizea Six 9 1/4" x 5 3/411 pages 
Illustration• 9 to l photos, one column. Half column shots 
occasionally used. Some photos silhouetted. One to 5 pieces 
of artwork to issue, usually •realistic 11 drawing of equipment. 
Some line art. Qual1 ty of art and photos : fair. 
General Appearance 1 Cluttered. Pictures have a squeezed-in 
look. 
Content t T;.,elve to 15 items. Very strong feminine slant. 
Stresses home planning, receipes, household hints, places for 
children to visit, as well as announcements of the company's 
exhibits, cooking classes and TV show. It also has articles 
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stressing advantages of buying various types of appliances, 
mentioning some or them by brand name. From the contents, 
the aim seems to be to pi'Ovide interesting reading for 
the housewife, liberally sprinkled with items that will in-
duce her to use more gas. 
Stylet Rather woman's paglsh. The use of adjectives, choice 
of phraaes and the needless exclamation points are quite 
feminine. The editor, of course, is a woman. 
Readabil1tya Standard to difficult, on two spot checks. 
The company's spoket'llllan on the questionnaire (perhaps 
Editor Martha Holmes) says the purpose of the bill insert 
is "customer communication,• indicating a firm grasp of 
the obvious. This staff produced newsletter gets its highest 
readership on the household helps, which make up such a 
larse part of it. People's Gas surveys show that "over 5~11 
of the customers read the publication. The editor thinks a 
good bill insert should contain "Cookery, Hints, Style, 
Local News." The idea, it seems, is to make it appealing 
to women, who, of course, use the gas. 
The editorial staff rates the factors needed for a 
good bill insert this wayt 
1. Interesting contents 
2. Readability 
3. Makeup 
4. Color 
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THE PORTLAND GAS AND LIGHT COMPANY of Portland, Me., said it 
uses a bill insert, but sent no sample. The purpose of this 
publication is "to constantly remind the public of your 
product and services of'fered. 11 The bill insert is produced 
both by staff members and an advertising agency. The basic 
rule of makeup is "small copy but large lettering with illus-
trations (if space allows.)" It would be interesting to 
see what size this job is. The company's spokesman rated 
the factors needed in a good bill insert in this order. 
1. Readability 
2. Interesting contents 
3. Makeup 
4. Color 
THE WEST PENN POWER COMPANY of Greensburg, Pa. 1 has gone to 
postcard billing, but now used direct mail to "all classifi-
cations of customers -- residential, commercial, rarm and 
industrial," , /he direct mail pieces "enable us to reach 
directly the group of customers we are trying to interest. 
The rifle shot as compared to the shotgun of mass media. • 
It readership is any indication, the "rifle shot" seems 
to hit dead center. The company claims one or their surveys 
showed 95~ readership. Their surveys, incidentally, are 
conducted by "outside agencies." 
Unfortunately, West Pean did'nt send any samples of 
this direct mail material -- only a few of the postcards they 
use for billing information. However, according to the 
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questionnaire, they think a publication or this type should 
include "customer-use stories, or testimonials, information 
of a customer benefit nature, and news about new equipment 
and products, and company services." It should be "strong 
on the customer benefit idea." 
Testimonials get high readership, so do the recipes 
in their re·~ential mailing list. Their formula for copy 
is "informal, 'you• copy directed toward the customer in 
his language • " 
As for the factors that go into their mailing pieces, 
they rate them& 
1. Interesting contents 
2. Readability 
3. Makeup 
4. Color (They use color.) 
THE CEN'I'RAL ILLINOIS ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY of Rockford, 
Illinois uses bill inserts very infrequently -- for 0 such 
things as 'bonus' light bulb coupons, etc.• They did not 
send a sample or furnish other information. 
THE IOWA-ILLINOIS GAS AND ELECTRIC CoMPANY of Davenport, 
Iowa also uses a bill insert at times, but did not furnish 
samples. The company uses post card bills, but "occasionally, 
the bill is mailed in an envelope with a notice type of en-
closure with an informative rather than a selling message. 
Only on a very rare occasion do we use a promotional message." 
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Their spokesman gives no further information, but the "inro:nnaw 
tional message" is probably the instructional type that, we 
have seen, is fairly common. 
Although most of the power companies do not use any 
sort of bill insert at any time, quite a few of them expressed 
opinions on the value of a bill insert. 
James E. Proffitt, sales manager or the Michigan Gas 
and Electric Company of Three River, Michigan, says that 
although his firm uses postcard billing, he is sure that 
the bill insert is "a highly popular and profitable method 
of advertising." 
However, the Southern Gas and Electric Company or 
Sarasota, Pla. saysa "Most of the large utilities use a 
postcard bill because of the postage rate and the resultant 
sayings," adding that "other forms (or advertising) are much 
more effeeti ve." 
c. L. Metcalfe, secretary of Northwestern Utilities, 
Ltd. of Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, had the most original thing 
to say against bill inserts. 
"We have discussed this matter and have given it a 
good deal of consideration but believe that it distracts 
from the bill itself and causes the receiver to think that 
it is merely a circular and throw it away," Mr. Metcalfe 
said. Northwestern Utilities now uses the IBM card. 
The spokesman for the South Carolina Electric and 
Gas Company said his company uses postcard billingJ the closest 
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thing to bill inserts they have are leaflets placed in bUses. 
He volunteered, however, to answer the questionnaire as 
best he could. 
The principal value of bill inserts, he said, is 
that ~ey go directly into the homes via first class mail 
and offer a medium which can be easily personalized to carry 
any message desired --no mailing costs usually." 
Basing his experience on the bus leaflet, he said both 
makeup and color are 1lllportant in the production of a bill 
insert, and that color "can be obtained economically by 
using colored stock and a contrasting color of ink. Ir 
the budget allows, the elaborate piece is best, of course.• 
The bus cards use colored stock and black ink. 
As for the use of a readability formula, such as the 
Flesch systemt •A utility insert is usually simple and per-
haps conforms to the formula mentioned (Flesch's) without 
the writer consciously trying to attain it." 
He rates the factors in the production of a good bill 
insert this way1 
1. Interesting contents 
2. Makeup 
3. Color 
"which if combined with good writing will achieve 
Readability 
The respondent who answered the questionnaire sent 
to the Arkansas Louisiana Gas Company of Shreveport, La., 
•••• 
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noted that his firm did not use bill inserts. 
"We use postcard billing," he said. "Wish we could 
use some inserts, however," 
The Southwestern Public Service Company of' Dallas, 
Texas does not use bill inserts. On the questionnaire, 
however, its spokesman said: "we think it (the bill insert) 
has a very high value, bUt at present we are not set up to 
handle it." 
If they were, though, it would be both staff' and 
agency produced -- the staff for ideas and most of the copy, 
the agency to do the art. The copy t-~ould be "colorfUl but 
brief." The respondent added I •non•t believe people read 
very thoroughly lengthy messages." 
J. s. Anderson of the Wisconsin Public Service Oorp. 1 
who furnished the results of the EEI-AGA survey on bill in-
serts quoted in the last chapter, also fUrnished some other 
comments. Instead of a bill insert, his firm uses an IBM 
bill imprinted with such short slogans ast "Good light 
saves eyesight ••• adds beauty ••• costs little." 
"tile carry such a message directly on the bill, as in-
dicated in the attached sample,• Mr. Anderson said, "The 
content is changed seasonally, such as electric blankets, 
air conditioning, eto. TWice a year, this space carries 
abbreviated rate schedule data, and periodically 'get out 
the vote,' 'drive safely,' etc." 
He believes bill inserts should be used tor both 
sales promotion and customers good will. 
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Regarding oustomer readership of the tiny squib on 
the billt "It is our opinion that it is minor." He bases 
the opinion on "other data in the invoice customers don't 
notice 1 plus employee opinion. It is used because ot space 
availability, ver,v nominal cost, and gets some customer atten-
tion." The slogan and whatever artwork accompanies it 
comes from the firm's advertising asency. 
Considering the rather disappointing results Wisconsin 
Public Service has had in trying to put across a message 
with this medium, it may not be surprising that they consider 
"Interesting contents" to be the least important or the 
factors that go into the production or a good bill insert. 
They rate the factors this wayr 
1. Color 
2. Makeup 
3. Readablli ty 
4. Interesting contents 
James F. Purcell, manager or public relations at the 
Northern Indiana Public Sel"Vice Company ot Hammond, Indiana, 
said in a letterr 
"About five years ago, we switched over to postcard 
billing and therefore, discontinued all use or bill inserts. 
"This happened prior to my joining Northern Indiana 
Public Service Company, and I do not know all or the reasons 
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behind the change. However, I understand that the money 
saved by :going to a postcard type bill far outweigh~ the 
relatively Slllllll public relations value which bill inserts 
have. 11 
J • It. Flanagan, vice preeldent of the Florida Power 
Corpol"&t:lon or St. Peteraburc, Fla. expressed regret that 
his co.panJ did not have bill inserts, but referred the 
author's letter to J. Hartwell Jones, public relations 
director or the Peninsular Telephone COIIIP&n)' (now General 
Telephone Ooapan;y or Florida) which had also been included 
1n thb a ample. 
111 aa doins thla ror two reasons," said Mr. ll'l&naia*'• 
111) 1t will give you an iuight into one of the best bill 
inaerta in AlllerieaJ 2) Mr. Jones is one or the beat p.r. 
•n in the business and his c011118nte about bill inserts will 
be ver,v helpfUl to you. 11 
As we shall see 1n the next chapter, both or these 
eo.enta are quite fair. 
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Chapter UI 
TYl'.ll:S 011' BlJ.L INSER'l'S IN USE -- Il'IDEPENDENT TELEPHONE 
COMPAHlES 
The same survey that brought in the power company 
inserts we've Just looked at also produced a number of bill 
inserts from independent and General System telephone com-
puies. No Bell System inserts were included. 
The reason is that the author had unusual access to 
material on Bell System inserts as well as samples of most 
ot the inserts themselves. The IIIBterial includes a number 
of special surveys by various Bell System companies con-
cerning the readership and/or the effectiveness of their 
bill il'laerts. It also includes results of a number of 
nationwide surveys on readership of the various Bell inserts. 
These nationwide surveys, as we'll see, have a number of 
weak points. However, they do allow comparisons between the 
various Bell inserts. 
Neither the power or independent telephone companies, 
whose inserts we're looking at now, have readership figures 
that can be compared so closely. There's too much differ-
ence in the methods of taking their readership surveys. 
Contrary to the general opinion, the number of inde-
pendent telephone companies, even excluding the big General 
System, 1s quite la.rge. Even taken all together, though, 
they serve a relatively small number of telephones in the 
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t11\1ted States. 'l'he7 are not nearly as numerous as power 
ccapanies. 
As noted before. there isn't as much var1et7 in the 
bill insert samples from telephone companies as from power 
oompal\1es. There's enough, though. Let's see what we havea 
TILI7HONE TALK, PUBLISHED BY '1"HE CALIFORNIA-PACIFIC UTILITIES 
COMrANY. 
This COIIP8JI7 is the same one that publishes UTILITY SERVICE, 
examined in the last chapter. This finn runs a telephone 
as well as a power utiUt7. 
Sizet Pour 2 7/8" x 4 7/8" paps 
Rullb!r or 1 tems i Four 
C<mtents 1 .Promotion t'ol' extensions, color telephones and 
extras such as outside gongs, extra long cords, eto. One 
squib calls attention to institutional advertising by the 
4700 independent phone compal\!es in national magazines. 
Illustrational Three Une drawings, medium size. 
Gener!l Appearance 1 Yellow stock with black 1nk in th1s 
sample. Fairl7 neat makeup. 
Readab111tyt Standard. 
Stylet Falrl7 straightforward, considering that 1 t 1 s ad 
copy. Grammar could be41mproved. 
The c~*s oommsnts about ihis bill insert are 
the same tor their publication atmed at power customers. 
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BILL lNSIRT l'U,BLISHED BY 'l'HB Ol'l"lZENS TELIPHONB COMPANY of 
Decatur, Ind. 'l'hb is not a "periodical 11 type of' bill in-
sert, but a straight advet1*sing circular. 
Sizet Pour to dx 3 3/8" x 6 1/811 pqes 
Nwlaber of' items 1 One per iesue 
C:ontentat Merchandising •- extensions, color phones and 
extras. The color phones mentioned in one insert, incidentally, 
are of the obsolete •two-tone" t7J)e. These cannibalized 
phones were manufactured onl7. a short time after the intro-
duction of' color and have been dropped by most big companies. 
Here they are pictured as the •very latest" and "most wanted." 
This is a good example of' how to dispose or a white elephant 
-- brag about it. 
Illustrations All t7J)es - photos, line art, black and white 
or color. Enuipment is usually illustrated by color photos. 
<Jeaeral Appearanoea Neat, clean appearance, in both two 
an4 tour color samples. 
Stlle; lnf'o:rmal., sort of' advertia1ngiah. 
ReadabilitY a li'a1rly easy. 
'!'he QOIIIPitJV said it 1aaues this bill insert "periodi• 
oally," rather than 8 reeuJ.arly,• Perhaps this means that it 
is issued 1n connection with sales drives. It is produced 
by an advertising agency and the copy has an advertising 
tone. '!'he survey respondent said the principal value of' 
the insert is that it •acquaints the public with the equip-
ment and service available." He did not know what percentage 
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of' customers read it. 
As there are just so ~ ways you can sell telephone 
equipment and services, the subject matter is apt to get 
repetitious. The Citizens Telephone spokesman says he 
believes "colored pictures of' equipment• are the most 
important itema in the publication. In f'act, he rates 
color as the most important element of a bill insert be-
cause "it always attracts attention.• Readability, he 
said, is second, followed in order by makeup - with in-
teresting contents last. 
BILL INSERTS PUBLlSH!D BY GENERAL '!'ELEPHONB COMPANY OF 
ILLINOIS, Springfield, Ul., and GENERAl. TELEPHONE COMPANY 
OF PENNSYLVANIA, Erie, Pa. These inserts are taken together 
because they are identical. A questionnaire was also sent 
to the Illinoia Telephone Company, but sometime between 
the publication or Poor's D&rectoa and the reply, Illinois 
Telephone became part of the 11\lshrooming General System. 
Consequently, the Oenerl1 bill inse~ is now going to 
telephone customers in what had been Illinois Telephone 
terr1to17. 
Size t Pour ol" six pages, 3" x 5 1/2" 
IteM l?!r issue a One 
Content! t Mostly lllerohand1s1ng of' telephone products and 
eervicea. One insert combines instruction ( 11Call by nwnber 
tor taster service in long distance call1ng11 } with a plug 
tor a giveaway booklet 1n which you can list out-at-town 
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DWIIbera. 'l'his item is dear to the hearts of telephone com~ 
traffic departmental "station• calls cost a lot less to 
put through than "peraon" calls. An operator can handle a&J'Q' 
more or the "station" tJP&. The number book, of oourse 1 is 
an inducement to customers to call by number. It also is 
believed to indirectly promote long distance calling. 
Ill\tatra\lona Mostly line art. with or without benday. 
Color telephones look like photos, but may be "realistic" 
art. Usually a large dawing on front with smaller ones 
inaide. Usually one color, but several colors are used in 
the oolor phone issue. Not prooese, though. 'l'he art is 
good to excellent. 
General AppearaMe: 'l'his insert gets a lot of good looks 
for the money. 
Style l Telephone advertising style. I know all tbe.magic 
phrase a. S0111et1llles it •s fairly clever as in the "What kind 
or wife are you" jobJ more often it's mechanically trite, 
as in the color phones, "Going or Coming" and "Looking for 
SoJIIeth1ngf" inserts. These are COIIlpoaed of the most~used 
phrases in all telephone advertising. 
Readability 1 laay to fairly eaey 
If you haven't already guessed, Byron w. SohrMdeJ>1 PR 
director of General of IU.inoill and his Pennsylvania colleagues 
confirm that this insert comes straight from an ad agency. 
It may alao be inferred that it's the "mother company's" 
~ New York asency. 
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Mr. Schroeder explained the principal value of his 
bill insert as t "'rhis is just another means of getting 
across to the customer a single thought that may result 
in a better public relations or increased sales.• The 
Pennsylvanian put it less grammatically but more tereelya 
"Customer education of product or services." 
The Illinois people didn't know the exact percentage 
of readers, because it had been some time since a survey 
ha.d been taken. Mr. Schroeder B'aid1 howevera 11 \~e are 
confident that many of our customers do read the bill insert, 
because on many occasions, customers have referred to the 
current one. • The Penn87lvania company seems to detennine 
readership in the same way -- "Experience with inserts that 
are designed to motivate customers to specific action.• 
They say their readership is "possibly 6~." It takes, 
as we'll see, a lot of experience to determine readership 
-
even that closely in that way. 
On the types of articles that a good bill insert should 
contain, the Ill1nols and Pennsylvania PR men give different 
answers. The answers are probably rather academic, though: 
they take what Ma General sends. 
Mr. Schroeder sayst "Most articles agree that an 
insert should motivate action of one type or another. They 
should deal with one subject and one idea using as few 
words as possible." The author has not found such articles 
in sCM years of research. He haa, however, dug up some 
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data that oontradicta th1a11Jwory, 'l'he Pennsylvania respondent 
says the type of' articles and pictures a good insert should 
contain are1 "Short narrative -·halftones or line drawings. 
'l'h1B question too damn (aC!IIIeth1ng) and general." On reflect .. 
ion, the author 1a inclined to agree with the second sent-
ence. Especially as the first sentence doesn't answer the 
question very well. 
'l'he Pennsylvania respondent finds the following 
categories have the highest readership• 
1. Changes in eerv:1ce 
2. Pree of'tera of helptul material 
3. Mew products 
The Illinois man says it depends on conditions. 
'l'he Pennsylvanian rates lnteresting Contents and 
Makeup equally important to a good insert, followed by 
Readability and Color. 
Mr. Schroeder rates things this wayt 
1. Interesting contents 
2. Readability 
3. Makeup 
4. Color 
'!'o avoid giving the 1mpreas1on that General Telephone 
holds ita auba1d1ariea dOwn With an iron hand, let 1e look 
at another General c01ft1J8AY. 
'!'HE SUR DIAL, published by the General Telephone Company of 
li'l.orida, formerly the PeknBUlar Telephone Company of Tampa, 
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Fla. In this case, we'll take a "before" and "after" look 
-· before and after the merger. 
Size: four pages, 5 l/2" x 7" 
Items per iasuet ten to 16 
Illustration: Mostly photos, line dra~rings where art will 
do the job best. Usually at least one cartoon per issue. 
About 4 to 7 illustrations per issue. Photos, fairly goodJ 
reproduction fair. Jl"rt, average. 
General Appeara!!!e 1 Newspaper type makeup, using two columns. 
Uncluttered, unpretentious and neat. 
Content• Public relations and rather soft seU, mostly the 
former. Most of the ~ are news of the telephone business, 
especially in the Pe~nsular area. Promotional items are 
put in news column& and are written in news style. Ieauea 
published before 1956 had no promotional material. The com-
pany decided to include some promotion before the mex~er 
and did not increase the proportion afterwards. 
Style 1 News style -- clear but rather staid. 
Readabtl1tyt Fairly difficult 
l?it'ferenoe between 1n1ut bft'0£8 or after eerger; None. 
J. Hartwell Jones, PR IUrector of Pe~nsular Telephone, 
said the principal value of his firm's bill insert is "to 
pl'OIIIOte a better understanding or mutual problems or telephone 
workers and the public." 
re&nsular took a survey of its customers several 
.,eara betore the author sent his questionnaire, Mr. Jones 
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reported. It sent 20,000 questionnaires to its subscribers. 
The survey showed "75% read the publication regularly, cov-
er-to-coverJ 15% occasionally." 
Mr. Jones believes the contents of a bill insert 
"should be'.types of articles and pictures which, in general, 
furnish info~ation and be of interest or value in an 
effort to further improve customer relations." He doesn't 
favor any "pet formula" in his staff-produced bill insert --
• just good, all-around balance in effort to appeal to· .mass 
readership." 
The survey referred to showed highest readership for 
different types or articles in this orders •Historical 
articles and pictures, Editorials, Columns of philosophy and 
wit, Cartoons, Equipment and service stories. 
As you 'd. eX})ect from looldng at "Sun Dial", Mr. Jones 
thinks makeup is quite important for •Plorida 1s Smallest 
Newspaper," but color is not. Concerning readability f'onuulae, 
he uys 1 "No pat formula deliberately followed. Long be tore 
Plesch we attempted to write simply, down-to-earth, and with 
some incidental gentle humor." He rates the factors that 
go into a good bill insert in this order& 
1. Interesting contents 
2. Readability 
3. Makeup 
4. Color 
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BILL INSERT PUBLISHED BY SOU'l'HWES'I'ERN STATES 'I'ELEPHONE COMPANY 
of' Brownwood, 'l'exas. This company uses the same insert as 
that published by the neighboring and much larger -- South• 
western Bell Telephone Compaey. We'll look at the South-
trestern Bell job in the next chapter, so we can skip it here. 
We may note, thou.gh, that this may be the reason why two or 
the General System company inserts we looked at were identicala 
the oosts per customer of' bill inserts are relatively high 
for small companies. A larger company can sell them at a 
bill insert at lower cost than they could produce it them-
.. selves. If General makes a bill insert available to its 
affiliates, no doubt many or them snatch it up. Most are 
rather small firms. 
BILL INSERT PUBLISHED BY THE NEW BRUNSWICK TELEPHONE CO., 
St. John, N.B., Canada. The company did not send any samples 
or its bill insert, but it did send a few comments. 
J. D. Cwm!ngham, public relations manager, said the 
purpose of the insert 1s "'ro keep the public 1nfonned or 
our activities." They have no way of measuring the readership 
of this staff-produced 1naert. Mr. Cunningham said a good 
bill insert should contain "pictures and articles referring 
to the telephone industcy ••• at least one good picture." 
He says makeup is important, and color is "definitely" im-
portant. 
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Chapter IV 
TYPES OF BILL INSERTS IN USE -- BELL SYSTEM INSERTS 
The eighteen Bell System telephone companies in the 
United States and Canada publish bill inserts. Each of these 
companies also -- until 1958 -- measured the readership of 
their bill inserts with the identical survey. The survey 
has soms serious weaknesses, especially in the questions 
used, but it provides a reasonably fair comparison of the 
readership of the various publications. 
The survey consists of about 3,000 questionnaires 
dropped off at previously selected points and picked up the 
next day. A specific number of questionnaires are distributed 
at houses grouped around each key address by employees of an 
outside research agency. The actual addresses are not select• 
ed by random sample. As might be expected, not all of the 
questionnaires are returned completed. 
This, of course, introduces a factor of bias. The most 
likely type of bias would seem to be that people who are 
not interested in the subject matter (including bill inserts) 
may be less likely to fill out the questionnaires. There 
misht also be vsriation depending on the social, economic, 
educational or intellectual standings of the respondents. 
This bias, however, would seem to affect the validity of 
the c0111par1son of all the surveys taken at the same time. 
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A~ you can see, from the survey results in Appendix c, 
readership for each company's bill insert stays fairly con-
sistent. When there is a significant change, as in the 
case of the Northwestern Bell publication, there has also 
been a significant change in the bill insert itself or 
in the company's standing in the community (as l·<hen the 
company raises its rates). 
Another weakness of the Bell System survey is the 
questions on bill insert readership. In a huge list of 
questions about telephone costs, advertising, service and 
other matters, there 1s only one on bill inserts# "Do 
you ever read the informational leaflet that sometimes comes 
with your telephone bill?" with four choices to check: "Fre• 
quentlly," "Sometimes," "Not Sure• and "No." 
!here is no way to check how much the respondent 
read -- or even if he did read as much as he said -- nor 
how many times a year "Frequently" means to him. 
This look at the Bell bill insert field will cover all 
of the inserts except that of Cincinnati and Suburban and 
that of Southern New England. The author was not able to 
obtain a Cincinnati and Suburban insert at the time he took 
this content analysis. The Southern New England insert will 
be dealt with exhaustively later. 
This may be a good place to make a parenthetical note 
of the orcanization or the Bell S,stem. Moat of the telephone 
companies in this system are owned by American Telephone and 
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Telegraph Company, a holding company. Two companies --
Cincinnati and Suburban and Southern New England -· are not 
owned by AT&'l'. They operate under a franchise from the 
holding company. 
The Bell System bill inserts listed here a.re grouped 
according to their readership in the Bell System survey of 
the fall or 1956. The results or this survey became avail-
able late in 1957. Samples or bill inserts from the various 
companies that came out before this date trere then collected 
and analyzed. Analysis or this group or publications was 
somewhat more detailed than in the preceding group. We'll 
also compare them much more closely in the section on read-
ership. Samples are in Appendix D. 
Sizes 
-
GROUP I -- !ncludingl Ohio Bell Telephone Company, 
.Bell Telephone Company of Canada, Illinoifl 
.Bell Telephone Company. "Read frequently•• 
Ohio -- 38~, Canada -- 37~, Illinois -- 35~. 
Ohio -- Four pages 3 1/2" x 6• J 
Canada -· 'l'wo pages 6" x 6"J 
Ulinois -· Four pages, 6• x 6 5/8• 
General ApPearance~ 
Ohio -- Simple and neat layout. Artwork pretty good. 
'l'ype leaded well. Column width (one column per page) 
could be shortened somewhat. Often uses colored body 
type -- black on white is best. Sans serif type face 
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not the most legible. Type of head does not dra~J in reader. 
Canada -- Neat layout. Doesn't use a standard column 
width, and the width could often be shortened a little if 
there 1 s anything to the rule of "one and a half alphabets to 
a line." Pretty good use of white space. Heads and lead-ins 
are good. It•s illustrated with photos of fairly good 
quality. Type face is good for reading, but body type is 
colored. 
!llinois -- Ne1•1spaper type of f'omat with three columns. 
Column rules and type give it a some~1hat crowded look. 
Column width is quite short, but this isn't supposed to be 
a drawback. A few too many type faces. 
Use of Color: 
Ohio -- ~~o color. One color is used for name plate 
and script lead-ins; the other for body type. Both are 
combined in their illustrations. The use of color in the 
body type pemits more intereeting artwork, as the artist 
doesn't have to use black as one of the two colors in his 
drawings. It's not as legible as black, though. 
Canada -- One color. The one color is not black, 
however. This makes the publication look brighter, but it 
is ot dubious value if you have to rely on it to reproduce 
photos. 
Illinois -- One color -- black. This was, at the 
time of this study. the only black-and-white publication in 
the Bell System. A tew eamples in this survey substitute 
aaother color tor black. but this technique was little used 
and has been dropped since. 
Col\lllllUI per pap a 
Ohio -- One 
Canada -~ Mot standard -- usuall;v two 
Illinois -- Three 
Oharaotser per U.ne a 
Ohio -- Around 50 
Canada -- 70 to 30 •• not standard 
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Il11no18 -· About 20 to 35, depending on which of' two 
t:vpes ot column checked. 
'l'lp8 ot stories• 
Ohio -- Septeaber• 1956 issue hast two human interest 
stories With a telephone analeJ a political stor.y (elections 
two aonths awa:v) with a telephone angle) a telephone Joke, 
and a squib on how much a phone book is used in a certain 
store on Times Square. Jloat items stress how helpful and 
1a&en1ous telephone COIJIP8n1es are in serving their customers. 
Stories coae tl'OII all over the countr.rJ there•s not much 
stress on the "local angle." In checldng tour 1955 samples 
(no-other 1956's available) 22 stories were founds Eight 
were hullan interest With a telephone angle, one a human in-
teNst stoey without a telephone angle. Four were telephone 
jokes) one was a joke Without a phone tie-in. 'l'wo were 
paeral interest stories With a telephone angle 1 one was 
a public service plug, and one was a promotional item. 
This insert hasn't changed much in the past six ;rears. 
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Canada •• The OctOber, September and August issues or 
Canada's Telephone lews had six items contain1ng news or:the 
telephone busineaa in Canada, one instructional piece, cne 
public service item, three promotional items, a story an• 
nounoing a free f'ilm catalogue and a cartoon. All stories 
ar~t strong on local angles. 
Illinois •· The October, August and July 1956 issues 
had 1 six sener~tl interest stories about telephone business 
or with a strong telephone angle. A favorite technique in 
this publioation is to describe how the telephone helped 
someone, then follow it b7 plugging the same service as a 
meana toward solving his own problems. There are three of' 
these items, which 1111gbt be classed either as "general in-
terest with a telephone angle" or "aof'e-aell promotional." 
Ill this case they got the latter claasit1cat1on. There was 
one straight promotional itea t'or telephone service, another 
t'or the Telephone 'tt.!e W show and a third promoting a new 
t'1lm the company la. :making available. Two stories concern 
places in Ill1no1aJ one is a general interest without a 
telephone angle. One concems the standard of' living and 
telephone ratesJ another, the telephone tax. There's also 
one hua8n interest stor,v with a telephone angle and a public 
service item. Standard items for each issue are a cartoon, 
a puzzle and what Mr. Jones of' Penn1naular Telephone called 
a •column of' wit and philosophy." The emphasis in this 
publication is on variety, with strong telephone and local 
viewpoints. 
Illustzoat1on1 
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Ohio -- All line drawings in two colors. A relative-
17 big drawing is at the top of the first page of each 
issueJ between 5 and 7 8J118.11er ones are in the rest of the 
leat'let. Some of' these are square and about 1/3 of'··a 
colUIIIt\ wideJ some are a full column wide, but shallow. 
Canada -- This insert uses photos wherever possible. 
There are usually between 3and 6 relatively large ones. 
Most are news type photos. The Page One shots in the August 
issue are of' the advertising type, though. 
Illinois -· Like Canada, Telebriefs stresses photos 
!'or illustrations. There are between five and seven of them, 
most of them 2 columns wide. Art is used only for cartoons, 
the "Hello• column standing head and in places where a 
photo won't do the job. The photos are of' the news type. 
Re!dab111tz: (On one complete issue) 
Ohio -- Pairly easy 
Illinois -- Fairly easy 
Canada ·- Standard 
Style and General l!!!pNsaiona 
Ohio -- Casual chatty style with heavy emphasis on 
people doing things. Really good news stories aren't too 
frequent, but there's a lot or humor and whimsey. There 
aren't many stories per issue, and not too much variety. 
Most or the :t.tau. though. are the sort that permit reader 
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identification. It might help if names were used in the 
stol'iee. This would forestall any doubts the reader might 
have that the events actually happened. 
Illinois -- This is basically a miniature newspaper 
specializing in telephone news. Moat of the items are 
news stories with a telephone angle. 'l'here•s a fair propor-
tion or human interest feature stuff. There 1s also en-
tertainment of the newspaper type -- cartoons, puzzles 
and jokes. In short, if offers plenty of variety with a 
pretty good news style. The makeup is a bit crowded, but 
it, too, reinforces the impression that this bill insert is 
a newspaper. '!'bat may be a good impression to make. At 
leaat, it worka for this c~, as it does for General 
Telephone of l'lorida. 
Canada -- This publication has a rather 8 advertisingese" 
style -- talking directly to the reader and always mentioning 
the benefits the telephone company has made possible. At 
t1lllea the individual items read 1110re like ads than editol'ial 
matter1 at times they read more like feature stol'ies than 
ads. 'l'he Canadian insert, of courae, does have a higher 
proportion of straight advertising than the other two. But 
there alao seems to be a sl1Sht aroma of 11Agency" 1n most of 
the reat of its copy. There aren't too many stories tu &n 
iaaue. This system has the advantage or letting the editor 
develop individual stol'ies to a roeasonable length while 
avoiding a crowded appearance. It has the disadvantage that 
it outs down on the number or messages the finn can pre-
sent and the number of different appeals it can make. 
GROUP n -- Including the New Jersey Telephone Company and 
the Wbconsin Telephone CQIIP&IlY. "Read frequently" 1 both 33~ 
Sbea 
New Jersey -· Sheet 6 1/2" x 10" in rather complicated 
two-told arrangement. 
Wisconsin -- Pour pases, 3" x 6" 
Gemral Appeararwe a 
New Jersey -- Design good and original. The designer 
was no amateur, but he wasn't a type man, either. The in-
aide 1a rather hard to read. Legibility is better on the 
back, in spite of the tint block and the rather wide columna. 
The heads are not eye-catching arqwhere 1n the publication. 
The art is good. 
Wisconsin -- This 1s hardly a handsome publication. 
The artwork 1s crude 1 the layout is amateurish, and the use 
of color 1s juat as bad. '!'he halftone reproduction is vecy 
poor. The column width isn't bad, but the body type could 
be more legible. With the 881118 press run, though, this 
should cost a lot less to produce than New Jersey's insert. 
t1q ot Color• 
New Jersey -- ~wo color. Heads 1n color, body type 
in darker color -- most often black. At first glance this 
insert seems to use toned stock. Actually whole pages are 
covered with tint blocks. 
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Wisconsin -· Two color ·- heads in bright color, 
body type in darker color. Breakheads are also in the 
bright color here, occasionally. The drawings used to 
illustrate it may be in either colorJ they're usually in 
both. '!'he big red arrow at the bottom of Page One in each 
of the three samples will never win this publication a 
prize for layout. 
Coles per Pap a 
New Jersey -- Five on one side of sh~t; three on 
other. Same size of type. 
Wisconsin -One 
Characters per I4ne s 
New Jersey -- Around 47 on one sideJ around 25 on the 
other. 
Wisconsin -· About 43. 
'l'n! of Storiest 
Mew Jersey -- The 1956 sample illustrates the current 
format or this publieation -- a slight ohange from the former 
one, illustrated by the two 1955 samples. All of these 
samples follow a pretty rigid formula. One of the two longer 
stories is "About New Jersey•; it's usually a sto~ taken 
from the histo~ of the state, sometimes an interesting place 
1n the state. The other one 1s •About the Telephone." This 
sto~ is usually a short feature on some phase of the telephone 
industry. Sollletillles it may be a straight promotional item, 
but written with more of a news feature than advertising style. 
~ 
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On the inside pages, under the masthead, there is always 
either a short promotional or instructional item. It may 
occasionally plug a charity. The other eMi't items in 
the inside pages are usually about half selling plugs and 
half interesting facts about the state. An occasional 
"public service" item also runs here. 
Wisconsin ~- The Wisconsin insert also follows a 
pretty standard formula. The first page usually has a 
relatively long public relations type story, designed to 
give a good general impression of the economy. In the case 
of the October issue, an instructional piece was substituted 
to explain an improved type of service. Page two is the 
"catch all" page. lt may contain jokes, cartoons, human 
interest items or short institutional stories. Page three 
has "our Wisconsin," a feature similar to "About New Jersey." 
Page f'our is an ad. 
nlustrations: 
Mew Jersey -· Rather elaborate t'ull-fold, two-color 
art on the outsideJ one o~ two line drawings (with second 
color wash) on inside, also one or two color art in an ad. 
(This is often scaled down from newspaper or magazine ad.) 
Wisconsin -- On first three pages, rather crude line 
art. This may be t'ull column or any fraction wide. On 
fourth page, two of the eamples have reproductions of news-
paper adsJ the third has a Bell System Syndicate cartoon. 
~ Readab1l1tza (One complete issue) 
New Jersey -- Standard 
Wisconsin -- Fairly easy 
stzle and General llnpressipnar 
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New Jersey -- Informal, chatty style. The rather 
rigid format hampers an editor's choice of' material and 
ukes it difficult to play stories according to their worth. 
'!'his insert may be too strong on 11what has been, • and not 
stl'OIIS enough on •What is. • '!'he publication as 111 whole is 
attractive, but the layout doesn't induce you to read it. 
Wisconsin -- Simple and informal style, perhaps a 
ahade too folksy. 'l'his is a rather ugly publication, and 
1t has only a few stories. Nevertheless, it provides enough 
spaoe to tell a fairly decent story. Its format also gives 
the editor more leeway in playing stories according to their 
worth. The use of Jokes and cartoons probably helps attract 
readers. 
OROUP Ill -- Including the Mountain States Telephone Compan1, 
The New York Telephone Compaey, the Bell Telephone 
Compan1 or PennSJ"lvenia and the Pacific Bell 
Telephone Company. Frequent readership of all 
inserts is 31~. 
Sizer 
Mountain states -- Four 611 x 3 1/811 pages 
New York .... Pour or six 5 1/211 x 3 1/4" pages 
Pennsylvania -- Four 5 7/811 x 3 3/811 pages 
Pacific -- Four 5 1/211 x 3 1/411 pages 
GeMral Appearance t 
Mountain States ·- Clean, uncluttered appearance. 
Much like the Ohio insert, except that the name plate is 
different and it uses a half-tone out. Artwork in this 
one is in one color, instead ot the two color method used 
by Ohio, and the art and the type do not contrast well. 
New York -- Bright and olean. Type is somewhat old• 
fashioned but not hard to read. 
Pennsylvania -- This bill insert tends to concentrate 
on one message per issue. The format is usually not of 
the periodical typeJ it usually looks more like a direct• 
mail promotional leaflet. tt•s a two-color Job with good 
artwork. A photo is occasionally used. The type is a ~ite 
modern race. The October sample issue is a split. 
Pacific -·This company puts out two inserts -- "Talk", 
which is subtitled "Interesting stories about your telephone 
service,• and "Hello", a sales promotion leaflet, published 
intermittently. "Talk" uses toned stock and two color art. 
It has a pretty good bill insert layout, but the toned stock 
adds nothing bUt expense. "Hello" is another bill insert 
that looks like a direct mail piece and concentrates on a 
single subject. lt's a fairly good-looking example of its 
specie e. 
Type of Stories: 
Mountain States -- 'J.'tle contents of this sample are 
about half' "selling" items -- advertising 1n editorial fonn 
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-- and ralf' stories that concern doings in the telephone 
company. Unfortunately, in the second category, the items 
don't have much intrinsic news value; who cares how the 
company detects cable breaks? They read easily • but the 
style is rather insipid and detini tely talks down to the 
reader. 
New York -- This insert is almost all ad copy in 
editorial form. It's clear and easy to follow, but it's 
not sensational, either. 
Pennsylvania -- Bell of' Pa. puts out an unabashed 
advertising pamphlet. It•s of'ten clever and very readable, 
but it has little "meat." 
Pacific -- This one has mostly news stories about the 
telephone bu.siness and humorous shorts. It carries plugs 
for all ldnds of civic causes. In short, it is intended to 
be a public relations tool. The style is so-so. 
Use of' Op1or: 
Mountain States -- This sample uses a rather light 
brown body type with rather dark green heads. This type of 
contrast is unusual, but probably not the best for maximum 
legibility. The half-tone cut is a green-b~ll1 duotone that 
undOUbtedly costs far more than it's worth. 
New York ... The seoon4 color is mostly used as a back-
ground for the artwork, or as a means of adding emphasis to 
drawings. It is also used f'or borders and rules. Occasion-
ally, a color tint block may be printed over a black half-tone. 
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Ia the one example in these &8JIIP1e&, the :registration 1s 
poor. All in all, the use of' color 1a in pretty good taste. 
The bodJ' type 1& black. 
Permayl venia - 'l'h1s one sene rally uses color in art-
work., 1n heads and an occasional rule. In two of' the 
aaaples there are larp color tint blocks. One of these 
tint blocks uses black, the second color and &.'.;nixture of' 
the two 1n the same design. Thla uy be overdoing 1t. 
In pneral, though, the color doesn't clutter up the layout 
as INch aa in the New York 1naert. 
Jlaoitic - Earlier editions of' *'l'alk" didn't uee a 
second color at all. '1'he7 lllfiNly relied on the toned stock. 
Now the West Coast 1naert uaes a aeoond color sparingly --
in the name of' the publication and in the artwork, usually 
tor eaphas1a. "Hello" uses the Ncond color as a sol1d andfor 
a benday in the deaip of' the ads it carries. lt also uses 
a tint block as baoqround in its name plate and in the logo 
at the bottOIII of' the last page. 
Ool'!!!!l per he 1 
All 1naerts 1n thia group use one col\lllln per page. 
However, the oolW!In width of' the lenhaylvan1a insert may 
be varied to au1t the layout. 
OhamHrs per W.ne t 
Mountain States -- about 41 
New York - about 45 
hnnsylvan1a - AnJwbe:re from about 38 to 78, depending 
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on 1&70Ut 
Pacific -- "!alk"t 44J "Hello"r 40 (when tull column 
ueed) 
Re&gab11itY' (One complete issue) 
Mountain States ... standard 
New York -- Standard 
Pennsylvania .... Eas7 
Paoit1c .... "Talk"t Fairly easn "Hello"• standard 
lllustratlont 
Mountain States ·- Large duotone on front, two small 
liM drawings 1n81de. 
New York -- Large photo on black and white art on 
front and line art inside. 
Pennsylvania .... Mostl7 two color line art. 
Pacific .... Large photo on front and often on back. 
Usually two color Une art inside. 
SVle and CJeperal Imp;ressj.onat 
Mountain States - S1llple1 clear style. Uses person-
U'loation, as in "Sn!tt'er" sto:ey withOUt being too cute. 
Jla1n emphasis is on short features about the telephone busi-
ness. Only one or the four stories 1n the sample is pro-
motional. Good loold..ng insert, but color doesn't brighten 
thb the way it brightens a silllilal" fol11Ult 1n the Ohio 1nse:rt. 
'l'he halt-tone doesn•t seem to go with thie makeup, and using 
,_r,· 
1t as a duotone with green and brown k just needless expense. 
New York - This 1nee:rt is the only one 1n the country 
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that haa a .,_oial edition tor business customers. This 
budness inaert is diatrS.buted only 1n New York City, as 
the Mthod uaed for separating business from residence 
oustomers -- by the size or the phone bill -- 1s not prac-
tical elaewhere 1n the atate.l Another split goes to 
donatate (New Yol"k 01ty) customers, and the third usually 
goes to all other areas. All issues have a definite 
pi."'Bllttonal tone. '!'he only straight feature !IAilter1al is 
in the "Storie a or Our State 11 departllaent in the residence 
inserts. Makeup 1a tairl;r good. lt's promotional, but 
it doesn't look l1.ke an out-and-out advezotisement. Insert-
inc "interesting raots" t7P8 rUlers between stories, es-
pecially in bold race type, is a rather odd practice. It's 
value 1a doubtt"ul, to sa;r the least. 
Pa~s;rlvania -- This one 1s a restrained and, except 
for the fourth page, well-made up advezotiaing leaflet. 
Pacific -· "Talk• iB quite heavy on public service 
aturr. '!'here's also a good deal or promotional material, 
eapeoially tor special services such as the automatic 
answering device. Much of' the non-promotional material 
aeeas to be re-written from publ£.c1t;r releaaes - either 
"'·'" 
from 11worth7 causes" or th8 Bell S,.Stem s,.ndioate. 'l'here 
are a rew 1ooal stories about the telephone business, but 
1
ste1n, Joseph, supervisor or machine billing, New 
Yol"k Telephone COIIIP8ft7, in conversation with author, October, 
1958. 
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they tend to be a bit dr,y~ The style !a clear, matter-of-
fact and not ver,y 1mag1nat1ve. The "Hello" sample is 
straight advertising. It•a easy to read and full of cliches. 
GROUP IV -- Including Northweetem Bell Telephone Compan;y~ 
Sizet 
Southern Bell Telephone Company, Southwestern 
Bell 'l'i!J.ephone Company and Indiana Bell Telephone 
~ 
CQIIlP8J'IY. Frequent readership iat Northwestern, 
3~J Southem, ~~ Southwestern, 2~1 Indiana, 
2~. 
Northwestern -- Four 5 3/411 x 3 1/2" pages 
Southem -- Four 5 3/4" x 6 1/2" pages 
Southwestern ·- Four 5 7/8" x 3" pages 
Indiana -· Four 5 1/211 x 3 1/411 paps 
Northwestern - Rather crowded appearance, with too 
1111U17 t7P& faces. The big, black heads don't help. After 
this aul'Vey, Northwestern began to modernize their insert, 
ending with the present vera1on1 which was partly duigned 
by the author. The diff'e:renoe 1n readership resulting from 
this change will be discussed 1n the next chapter. 
Southam -· Pretty amateul"iah Job. The type and 
layout are bad, and there are too many elements. 'l'h1s is 
one or the buaiest inserts 1n the Bell Syetem. The color 
serves no usetul purpose, With the possible exception of' 
the tint block over the "Histol"ic South" column. It 
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merely clutters upthe layout. 
Southwestern -- Not bad-looking at first glance. How• 
ever, columns are a couple of lines too deep, giving a slight• 
ly crowded appearance. The lettering on the heads and the 
artwork is crude and the marginlll are slightly uneven. 
Indiana ~- 'l'his insert could use a little more white 
spaoe and a somewhat shorter line. With this type f'aoe, 
it's a bit hard to read, The art is fairly good, though 
there may be too many small drawings. Somehow the heads 
and body type don't seem to complement each other. Those 
little color telephones used as bullets look as modern as 
an "antique fiat," 
Use or Colort 
Northwestem - One color -- a dark one, but not black 
Southern -· Two colors. '1'he second color is not used 
for heads. It appears in mase1ve blocks or benday or solid, 
though the same el~e may also be in black in the same 
issue. It's also used for box rules and duo-tones. It 
seems to be a :rather expenaive way to mess up an issue. 
Southwestern .... Two colors, neither black. The eeoond 
color is used for heads and as an aooent 1n the drawings. 
Soaetbles the accent seems misplaced, 
Indiana -- Two oolorsa black and a bright one. The 
second color is used in heads and, with black, in; ai't. 
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Colas pel' Pa&e • 
In this gl'OUp, all inael'ts except Southern's have 
one cola per page. Southern normally has three, but it 
can vary f'rom one to three. 
ll1U!trat1on1 
Hol'thwestem -- One color line al't 
Southern-- Mostly photos, but quite a bit of two 
oolol' line al't 
Southwestern ... Two oolol' line al't 
Indiana -- Two color line al't 
Charfctera per Llnet 
Hol'thwestem -· No:naally, about 44 
Southern -- Too va:ried to mean anything 
Southwestern -- About 32 
Indiana -- About 46 
Fltadab111tyr 
Nol'thwestern -- Standard 
Southern -- Difficult 
Southwestern -- Easy 
Indiana -- Fail'ly easy 
Stzl• and Cleneral l!aprenionst 
Northwestern -- Mostly inat1tut1onal stuff, with one 
long sott-aell item (on the automatic answering device) in 
each of these saJII)les. The institutional pieces play up 
the usefUlness of' the phone, an event of local interest, and 
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contrast the good features or local telephone service with 
the bad features of foreign {and government-operated) 
telephone service. Some short, straight promotional pieces 
are used. The institutional pieces are often pretty good 
lhort features. The style ie etraightforward. It could 
be sharper, but it could in a lot of other inserts, too. 
Southern -- This publicaUon has a very strong region-
al slant, appropriate in serving the most region-conscious 
people in the country. Moat or the material is institu-
tional s 1t aims to show that the phone oompaey is a good 
citizen of the u.s. and the South. Some promotional 
material is used, but the sell is generally rather soft. 
The coJ7 is somewhat stuf'f';y 1 BOJIIftwhat CO:t'n7 and rather 
amateurish. 
Southwestern -- 'l'he cow in this Job is written 
more or leu to sound like a personal letter to the reader 
fl'OIII a fictional character named Don Davis, listed as 
"Editor." (He Don Davis has been in Southwestern Bell's 
PR depart.ent in at least the last five years, but the 
name 1a still oa:rrie<l.) In issues not included in these 
samples, there are also long converaations between "Mr. 
Davia" and a (presumabl7) equally fictional neighbor, Joe 
Wilson. 11Dsv1s11 is folksy with a vengeance. His copy is 
quite readable and J"'lthe:r uninteresting. He even manages 
to talk himself' out of the punch lines of some of his 
~ humorous items. He can also be ungrammatical. That's not 
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pal"ticularly illlporotant as far as communication goes, but 
it doesn't do much to boost the company's prestige. The 
promotional items, which take up most of the space, are 
fairly sort-sell, The institutional bits, which take up 
the rest. are fairly pointless. 
Indiana -- 'l'hts one's about evenly divided between 
institutional stories and, usually rather sort-sell, pro-
motional ones. Some mild hwaor is used. The tone of the 
writing is rather chummy, and it has the distinct flavor of 
talking down. It's also pretty wordy. 
GROUP V - Including the New England Telephone and Telegraph 
Company 1 the Cheaapealce and Potomac Telephone 
Oompany and the Mioh!gan Bell Telephone Company. 
hequent readership of all publications is 28. 
SiHI 
Hew Encland -- Four 3" x 6" pages 
C&P -- P'our 6" x 6 1/2" pages 
Michigan -- Pour 6" x 3 1/411 pages 
Ge11.el"!l Appeal"IMe t 
New Ensl&Dd -- Pretty dull looking. The black type 
Oll a rether strongly toned stock makes the prospect of 
reading it anything but inviting. This is about the dullest 
looking blll inael"t in the samples. Except for special 
issues, this f'onaat never changes. Printing is poor, too. 
C&P -- Too many type faces, and moat of the insert 
looks jammed. Heads are set in both black and the second 
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color. '!'he appearance varies somewhat from area to area, 
but all editions have one thing in common -- homeliness. 
Michigan -~ Hot too bad. It runs a little close to 
the margins, and the copy could stand to be broken up. Tl"e 
1ne1de ~asee are designed as an ad. 
Use or Colort 
New England -- Black type and colored stock. Single 
line drawing in name~late is in black. 
C&P -- '~"··lo color. Black and a second color in all 
editions except Va. In thia case it's two colors like 
brown and green. Use or second color is inconsistent. 
Some heads in one color, some in the other. Some art uses 
second color, some doesn't. Second color is also used in 
acme of the half-tones. ~~~ is an expensive way to make 
a ao-ao photo positively ugly. In the Virginia insert the 
second color often carries type better than the first. In 
one ot then samples, the second, as well as the first 
color la used tor body type. 
Michigan -- Two color. Color used ae background on 
name plate, and ae background or accent in art. Also used 
as an accent in one photo in these two samples, but use 
18 pretty good. 
Columns per Paget 
New lngland -- One 
O&P -- One or two on the outside; usually three inside. 
West Virginia has two on all pages, except in the dreadful 
September iaaue. 
Michigan -- one 
Characters per ColUlllnl 
New England -- About 35 
so 
C&P -- By issuesa D.c. -- 63 double, 32 aingleJ 
Maryland -- 59 double, 29 s1ngleJ w. Va. -- generally uses 
only one size, 44J Va. -- one size, 27. 
Michigan -- 51 
Illustrations• 
New England -- One color line art 
C&P -- Depending on issue and edition - this one 
usee everything. 
IUehigan - 'l'wo color line art 
Readab111tYI (One complete issue} 
New England -- Standard 
C&P - l'ai.rl7 dif'f'ioult 
Michigan -- Fairly ditf'ioult 
StJ:le and General Apl!!al'!!}!!: 
New England -- Proportion of institutional, promotional 
and 1netructional stuff varies f'rom issue to issue. The 
institutional items of'ten are locally slanted. The style 
is rather stogy and the leads could usually be made a lot 
zippier. Cutting costs is emphasized in these samples 1 
the company was trying to get ita rates increased. 
C&P - tn this insert, the quality variee with the 
regional edition. Weet Virginia's Job can be described in 
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one word ·- abominable. It's practically impossible to 
read. The stories run on and on. They're wordy and usually 
inately dull. Most of the s~ories are institutionalJ a 
few, promotional. Virginia's insert is easier to read. 
It 1s almost entirely promotional. The main exception is 
a column of "Events to Come,"_ a compilation of things to see 
in Virginia. The •laryland insert is somewhat like the 
We-st Virginia one. The same sort of stories are run, but 
they'r~ better written and better printed. They still 
run on and on. Usually the Pase One story gets more space 
than it's worth. There is also an ad on Page T'.;o covering 
the same ground as the Page One story. Comments on the 
Maryland edition apply also to the one circulated in Washington. 
la general, stories are long and dull, and rather amateur• 
ishly written, in all the C&P jobs. Except for the Virginia 
insert, they seem more concerned with building up a good 
"corporate image" than with selling services. They also 
feature recipes, puzzles and a humor column to build up 
readership. 
Michigan -- This insert is mostly promotional, with 
only one story of any length that could be called institu-
tional. And it's awfully hard reading. The two-page ads 
inside are about the best items 1n either sample 1 techni-
cally speaking and the copy is too long there. The Page 
One story on fall in Michigan and the telephone is pretty 
banal. The style in the othe~ stuff ian 1t bad, but 
there's not much of it. 
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SeoUon U 
RBADBRSHIP 
Chapte:ro V 
Readership -- Some Comparisons 
Now that werve looked over what's offered in bill 
inaerta, maybe we can draw some conclusions about what 
draws readers. 
People interested in bill inserts have all sorts of 
theories on this, as we've seen. Some say you need oolorJ 
others say you don•t. There's the typographer's rule 
that a column should be an 11alphabet and a half;" there's 
the theory that it doesn't matter. Some editors say a 
bill insert should have as wide a variety of stories as 
posaibleJ some hold out for a single tt~me. 
Obviously, they can't all be right. So, let's see 
how their ideas Jibe with the record -- our own record 
culled from bill insert samples. 
Uae of color 
There aren't ma~ bill inserts that don't use color. 
Moat or them use it in the ink, some in the stock, a few 
1n both. Of the independent telephone inserts we've 
examined, only l'h!!, ~ Dpl of General Telephone of 
Florida 1a printed in glorious black and white. P.G. & E. 
Proireas, Watts What of the Orange and Rockland Electric 
Co., the advertising circular of the Fall River Electric 
Light Co. and !2! Peoples Q!! Gazette of the Peoples Gas 
Co. of Chicago use black and white exclusively. One 
sample or the California Pacific Utilities power insert is 
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also in blacl< and white; other samples use a second color. 
Among the Bell System inserts, Illinois' insert is the only 
one that uses a straight black and white format. Even 
Illinois once occasionally substituted blue or bro~m for 
black in its one-color leaflet. 
The Illinois insert was one of the best read in the 
Bell S,stem. It placed third behind the Ohio and Southern 
New England Jobs in the 1956 Bell fall survey. Since then, 
it has dropped the use of any color but black. At the time 
or the last survey {taken in the spring of 1959) Illinois 
had moved into second place behind Southern Ne<t England. 
This might be a good time to note the progress in 
comparative readership made by the Northwestern bill in-
sert. In 1956, as we've seen, Northwestern was twelfth fftll 
the top among the 18 Bell System inserts. Since then it 
has been redesigned, with the aid of the author (Appendix 
E). '!be layout bears a strong resemblance to the Southern 
New Ensland inse!"t, as might be expected, but it is printed 
in black on white paper and uses no second color. It has 
1110ved up to sixth place. Only three percentage points 
separate it from the th1rd•place Bell of Canada insert. 
It' e not so easy to compare readership ratings among 
non-Bell companies, as we've seen. Still, there are some 
indications. The ~ Dial, for instance, claims a "rre~uent• 
readership of 75~. That's pretty high on anybody's slide 
rule. If it isn't the best read of the whole lot, it's 
one of them. 
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Orange and Rockland claims a total readership of 
85~ f'or Watts ~· That, too,. ill t'ar above average. The 
Peoples Qas Co. 11&78 •over 5~• of' its customers read the 
B.!!, Guet:te. That figure, of' course, 1a nothing to shout 
about. The Pao1t'1o Gas and Blectric Co. has no figures 
on the readership of' Progress. However, their advertising 
au,.rvisor, Richard w. Newell, does sa7 •Bill enclosures 
are OM of' our primar.v methods or c0111111Un1cat1on in te:ma 
of' ef'f'eotiveness.• 
The !Pall River Blectrio I.isht spokesman says he can't 
give f'ipres, but sa7s lltfhe results are excellent." 
All of' this doesn't prove that one of' the qualifica-
tions of' a bill insert editor 8hould be color-blindness. 
lt does indioate, though,. that the lack of' an,- color may 
not be an inau,.rable obstacle to good ratings. 
There are a few inserts that use one-color printing 
besides those listed above. Some of' them use toned stock 
with black printing. Of' the inserts we •ve been considering, 
there are those of' the Jlew h&land 'l'elephone and Telegraph 
Co. and the California Pacif'io Utilities Co. (its telephone 
insert.) New Bagland 'l'el. and 'l'el, as we've seen, was near 
the bottom of' the Bell barrel. Cclif'ornia Pacific claims 
tor both its telephone and power inserts a readership of' 
"up to 65" it not used each month. " 
other t1rma use one color on white stock. Bell of' 
Canada is one, the old Northwestem insert is another. The 
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Canadian insert was third in the Bell System; the North• 
western job was tweltth. 
General. 'l'elepbone of Pennsylvania and General Tele-
phone of Illinois use colored stock most of the time and 
print one color, which may be black or anything else. 
One General saaple. Which may be a special, uses slick white, 
instead of rouch colored, stock. It also has four colors, 
though not process. '!'he Illinois company claims a reader-
ship or "possibly 6Qf." '!'hat's about average. 
Trp! of Illu!tration 
'!'he most obvious breakdown between types or illustra-
tion 1a between photos and aM:. Some inserts stress one 
tTPeJ s.- stress the other. 
popular type of illustration. 
Ebt art seems to be the moat 
Bell inserts using art ex-
elusively include Oh1o 1s, 11ew Jersey's, Wisconsin's, 
Northwestern's (the 1956 version), Southwestem•s, Indiana's, 
New Brtcland • s and Michigan • a. 
other Bell inserts use a combination of art and photos. 
'l'heae companies ara Canada, Mew York, Mountain States, Pac1-
t1o, I1U.no1a, CliP and Southam. Canada and Illinois rely 
heavily on photos. The others have photos and art share 
abou.t equal burdens. Even 1n th1s lilllited segment, the 
photo users and the art-onl;y publications run the gamut from 
the best read to the worst. The best-read publications, 
thouch, tend to have better quality art and photos. This 
~ isn't an infallible rule, though. 
~. 
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'!'here doesn't seem to be much reason to pursue the 
question or art vs. photos through all of the inserts in 
the s8lllples. It's obvious that neither type of illustra• 
tion has mueh of' an edge over the other. The only con-
elusion we can draw from the data so far is that good 
illustrations tend to help readership. Poor ones may not. 
However, they 11&7 also be better than none. The bottom 
rung of the Bell readership ladder is shared by New England 
Tel and Tel'• drab, almost aU-con job. One other point• 
art 1a cheaper than photos -- hence its popularity. 
Width of' Col\UIIDB 
Aceording to a hoa17 old tnx>s:rapher's rule, a per-
fect column should be •an alphabet and a half.• In other 
words.o it should be 39 characters wide. Let's see how the 
rule stacks up with the facts. Here are column widths of' 
the Bell S711tem inaertsl Ohio -· 501 Canada -- 30 narrow, 
70 wideJ Illinois -- 20 narrow, 35 wideJ New Jersey -- 25 
narrow, 47 wideJ Wisconsin -- 431 Mountain States -· 41J 
New York -- 45J Pennsylvania -- 38 to 78J Pacific -- 44 
in Talk, 40 in BelloJ Northwestem -- 44J Southam -- wide 
variations Southwestem -- 32J Indiana -- 46J New England 
-- 351 O&P --by issues-- D.C.& 63 and 32, Mar,vlandl 
59 and 29, West V1rg1n1at 44, Vi:rg1nia, 27J Michigan -- 51. 
'l'heee inserts are listed in order of' readership. Need 
more be said? 
(' Variety of' I!;ellll!l 
As we •ve seen, Byron w. Schroeder of' General Telephone 
or Illinois believes that a bill insert should stick to 
Just one J>Oint. On the other hand., Howard M. Bossa, 
once editor of the Southern New England Telephone Co. 
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bill insert, later its pu.bllo information manager, believes 
in the widest possible variety of items in each issue. 
First, let 1 a see what the average number of separate 
itema is in each of the Bell Telephone inserts: Ohio --
about 5J Canada -- about 41 Illinois -- 8-9J New Jersey 
-- 10-llJ Wisconsin -- about 5J MOuntain States -- 4J 
New York -- 5•6J Pennsylvania -- l-2J Pacific -- Hellos 
one, Talkt 6-7J Northwestern -- 6-8J Southern -- 9·12J 
Southwestern -- 3-4J Indiana -- 8J New England -- about 6J 
C&P -- l0-15J Michigan -- 4-5. 
Aca1n, the inserts are listed in order of readership. 
F%'0111 this showing, it seems that neither Mr. Schroeder nor 
Mr. Bossa has the ultimate truth. Neither the one-subject 
nor the scattergun samples are near the top of the heap. 
Also, inserts that generally use center spreads on a single 
I!Ubjeet are pretty far down. Inserts near the top have a 
fairly good variety of stories and give each enough space 
to develop it a little. Many of the inserts in the lower 
half of the list have iteu that consist of little more 
than a sentence. 
Let •s take another look at the power and independent 
telephone inserts and see what the leaders in these classes 
have. 
!!!!, !!m, Dial or General Telephone or Florida seems 
to have the beat claim to the biggest readerstUp among 
independent. telephone companies. It runs from 10 to 16 
items per issue. Among the power companies, Orange and 
Rockland Eleotr1o's Watts ~ claims the lUgheat reader-
ship or any in ita category. It carries about 15 items. 
Both or these bill inserts use a type or newspaper 
format, with no color, plenty of halt-tones and a clear 
style. Neither carries much in the way of sales promotion. 
Both carry a number or different types of items. Some of' 
the middlE! and lower ranked Bell inserts had several items, 
but only one main message, BUch as the desirability of ex-
tension phones. 
We also ought to mention that the best-read of all 
or the Bell inserts, Southern :New England's Telel)hone News, 
usually has 8 or 9 items in a leatlet just half the size 
or those or aeneral or IPlor1da.. Ulinois, cad' or Southern. 
It, also, has several tzpea or sbor1es and messages as 
well as a number or items. We'll take a really close 
look at this one in the next chapter. 
Variety probably helps in this respect: the more items 
70\l have, the more likely it 1e that a reader will see one 
that interests him. 'l'he items, though, should contain 
enough meat to gratify the reader (as well as get your 
mesaage acrosa.) How much meat do you need? It depends 
on the story, and that's one or the reasons they pay editors. 
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This, incidentally, brings us to another point we should 
consider. What's the right amount or space an item should 
get'l 
No doubt exponents of the one-subject-to-an-issue 
theory would sayr (A) You shouldn't confuse readership 
with effectiveness) and (B) the one-subject insert is more 
effective because it doesn't contuse the readers and uses 
its tull weight to give the presentation impact. The first 
point is true. The second sounds logical (if your company 
has onl7 one PR or advertising objective for the whole 
month.) A little later# though, we'll see some evidence 
that doesn't back this up. 
PrOportion of Advertiaiy, PR and Instructional Matter 
None of the Bell System inserts puts its main stress 
on instructional stuff. Those with the main emphasis on 
P.R. -- items that aim to make the reader respect and trust 
the company --includes Ohio, Illinois, Canada, Wisconsin, 
Mountain States, Pacific's Talk, Northwestern, Southern, 
C&P (except the Virginia editionl. Those that concentrate 
on selling service include a New York, Pennsylvania, 
Pacific's Hello, Southwestern, C&P of Virginia and Michigan. 
New Jersey, Indiana and New England are about half and half. 
The best read bill inserts in this group, then, tend 
to be those with more editol'ial and less advertising matter. 
Both of the champions in the other two groups -- General 
"' Telephone of P'lol'ida and Orange-Rockland Electric -- use 
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their inserts for PR. 
In the Bell group1 we should note~ too, that when 
an insert with a PR emphasis is far down the list, as with 
the C&P inserts, it has some pretty serious flaws. The 
C&P jobs, for instance, combine miserable makeup with turgid 
style.. On the other hand, some fairly good-looking and 
well-written publications, like New York's, fall down when 
they are devoted uinl.7 to "selling" copy. 
All or this brines us to the next thing to examine ••• 
Sto17 Value 
The reason that the promotional types or bill inserts 
don't place as high on the list as the editorial types is 
that ads usually aren't as interesting as news stories. 
At least, utilities ads aren't• they usually don't offer 
speeS.al bargains) they sell the same products and services 
ever,r timeJ and they've had these products and services on 
sale so long they've just about exhausted new ways to sell 
them. 
This doesn't mean that the other types of' inserts fea-
ture deathless prose. Let's f'ace itt Tolstoi couldn't have 
W'!'itten War and Peace on the back or a postage stamp. You 
--
have to have a eertain amount or space to tell a really 
good story. Space, of course, is what you don't have in a 
bill insert. 
Any judpent of story value is pretty subjective. '!'he 
" only people whose opinions really count ar.e the readers. 
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We 1ll have some detailed studies on what they like a couple 
of chapters from here. In the meantime, the author will 
go on record as believing that the better-read publica-
tions definitely tend to have better stories. But this 
is practically begging the question: if ell other things 
are equal, the most interesting stories will naturally be 
the best read. 
Style 
Ratings in this category must be almost as subjective 
as those in "story value." A bill insert isnlt an art 
formJ bill insert writers don't produce copy so that readers 
ma;v admire the beauty of their language. "Winston tastes 
good like a cigaret should" seemed to be a fairly effective 
slogan in spite of questionable grammar. In classifying 
the Bell System inserts, the writer has plunged off the 
deep end and picked those that had styles that pleased him 
best. His standards for cow weret sincerity and a flow-
ing, informal style. The best-rated publications avoid 
stuffiness and pontpousness on the one hand and undue t'ami-
liarl.ty and "talking down" on the other. Here • s the 
list, from the best even to the worst. 
are on the right. 
StYle 
Ohio 
New Jersey 
Illinois 
Readership ratings 
Readership 
Ohio 
Canada 
Illinois 
St:rle 
Canada 
Pennsylvania 
New York 
Mountain States 
Pac1t'1c 
Wisconsin 
Northwestern 
Mtch1gan 
New England 
Southern 
Indiana 
Southwestern 
Chesapeake and Potomac 
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Readership 
Wisconsin 
New Jersey 
Mountain States 
New York 
Pennsylvania 
Pacific 
Northwestern 
Southern 
Southwestern 
Indiana 
New England 
Chesapeake and Potomac 
Michigan 
If the author's ratings are fairly sound (and they 
weren't made with an eye on the readership chart) this 
indicates that style may be a pretty important consideration. 
There are exceptions, or course. Wisconsin's readership 
doesn't fit the pattern. Maybe its readers like its var-
iety. 
Overall Attractiveness 
If anything is more subjective than style, this is 
it. Ratings here are based on a mixture or plain good looks 
and the sort of printing that 1 s reasonably 1nv1 ting to read. 
Again, the best-rated inserts are on top, the worst on the 
bottom. Readerahip ratings are again on the right. 
Attractiveness 
Ohio 
Canada 
PennsylvaniA 
New Jersey 
Michigan 
Mountain States 
New York 
Pacific 
Southern 
Indiana 
Southwestern 
Northwestern 
Wiaconsin 
c. & "· 
New England 
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Readership 
Ohio 
Canada 
Illinois 
Hisconsin 
New Jersey 
Mountain States 
New York 
Pennsylvania 
Pacific 
Northwestern 
Southern 
Southwestern 
Indiana 
New England 
C. & P. 
Michigan 
Illinois got a special classification on this list. 
It uses a newspaper format, and a good deal of its appeal 
may be based on that. Newspapers are habit-forming. They 
aren't, however, partioularly beautiful, though some look 
better than others. 
This list seems to show that while attractiveness is 
important, it isn't as important as style. Most of the in-
serts rated high in attractiveness and low in readership were 
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of the advertising leaflet type. In the style ratings. 
most of the advertising publications got a lower rating 
because of their lack of sincerity. Sincere ad copy is 
a rather neat trick: it's hard to keep from sounding 
phoney. Some inserts -- Canada 1 s. for example -- do sur-
prisingly well, though. 
Readability 
Now we can be more scientific. A sample of each 
insert was analized by the Flesch system. Names of per-
sons and places were excluded in counting affixes. Flesch's 
method permits an infinite degree of variations; it lets 
you say, "This insert is more readable than that." That, 
unfortunatel;r, doesn't mean 11Th1s insert has more readers 
than that." In this list, the inserts are in order of 
:readability. Their Flesch rstinas and actual scores follow. 
In the right hand column, they're listed in order of leader• 
ship. 
Readability 
Pennsylvan1at easy (1.68) 
Southwestern& easy (1.95) 
Indiana: fairly easy (2.72) 
Ohio: fairly easy (2.73) 
Wisconsin: fairly easy (2.73) 
Illinois& fairly easy (2.76) 
Pacifica fairly easy (2.79) 
Readersh.t.e 
Ohio 
Canada 
Illinois 
Wisconsin 
New Jersey 
Mountain States 
New York 
/ 
New Jerseys standard (3.05) 
Northwestern: standard (3.12) 
New York: standard (3.25) 
Mountain States: standard (3.33) 
Canada: standard (3.40) 
New England: standard (3.85) 
Michigan: fairly difficult (4.04) 
c. & P.: fairly difficult (4.76) 
Southern: difficult (5.84) 
Pennsylvania 
Pacific 
Northwestern 
Southern 
Southl'Testern 
Indiana 
New England 
C. & P. 
Michigan 
Here again# we have a pretty close correlation. 
Hisoonsin and Michigan rank much closer to their actual 
readership on this scale than" on the other two tre've looked 
at, Pennsylvania is much bett•:r in readability than it is 
in readership. However. it is also the purest form of 
advertising leaflet. Its •meatless• quality makes high 
readability easy but also guarantees nothing wo1"i:h reading 
(from the customer's viewpoint.) Southwestern has a much 
better rating in readability than in readership, but ~re•ve 
seen that it has serious flaws in style and appearance. 
Southern has better readership than you'd guess from the 
last three ratings. It has, however, one of the highest 
proportions of' editorial to advert:illing matter. 
Of the factors we've examined, some seem to have no 
bearing on readership$ some seem to have a littleJ some have 
great bearing. We car. stop worrying about the width of 
columns, and we can think very little about whether drawings 
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or photos make the best illustrations, as long as they're 
of good quality. There's a slight indication that black 
and white t~rinting may get more readers than two color 
printing, but it's pretty slight. Enough space should be 
allowed to each story to develop it adequately, but the 
insert should have at least four or five different types 
or stories. An editorial, rather than an advertifling slant 
seems to be a big factor in attracting readers, In the 
best-read inserts, too, the advertisi.ng is presented in an 
editorial style; it avoids the short-copy, big-picture, 
slogan1sh, agency-style presentation. The copy avoids 
both unsupported statements and talking down, and it con-
tains information as well as an exhortation to buy. 
Appearance and style seem to be both quite important. 
We uy also infer that story value is also very important. 
We have a couple or examples to look at. The Pennsylvania 
insert, that placed well in all categories but editorial 
content, is far down the list in readership. Even farther 
down is the Michigan insert, a good-looking publication with 
a fairly decent style. lt haa a rather fatuous front page 
f'eatul'e backed by three pages of advertising, with the added 
disadvantage of poor readability, 
The big trouble with telephone ads is that they seldom 
have anything like the interest or a feature story, So tar 
as the writer knows, nobody has ever o:ried out in joy when 
f" he read that color extensions are "a beautiful way to save 
ateps." That they can save steps is apparent to the veriest 
dolt that ever answered a phone. '!bat they are beautiful is 
a matter of taste, and 8 de gust4bus nonest disputantum.• 
Unless the ad is announcing a rate change, the customer 
seldom learns anything new. 
or course 1 when you • re looking at so many types of 
bill inserts from so many different regions, it's hard to 
jUdge the importance of each factor. lt may be useful to 
look closely at one bill insert. So we'll do that now. 
The publication to be studied is the one omitted from the 
Bell System inserts we •ve just looked at -- the Southern 
New England Telephone Oo. 's Telephone ~· 
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Chapter Vl: 
READERSHIP • RlRB YEAR REVIEW 
For the past 14 years, the Southern Nev1 England 
Telephone Company insert has been one of the best-read of 
all Bell System inserts. Most of this time, it haG been 
on top. 
In general 1 its "frequent" readersr,ip has had the 
same ups and downs as the average for the Bell System, but 
in an exaggerated degree. A record of these ups and downs 
may be found in Appendix F. Thie chapter will study suc-
cessive issues of the insert prior to each of the turning 
points bet~reen March 1948 and October 1956. 
The f1rat turning point was August, 1948, ~;hen "fre-
quent" readership dropped to about 32% and led the Dell ~ 
tem average by only about 6%. In November 1948, readership 
was 36% and the lead on the System about 8%. Dy April, 1949, 
readership had climbed to 40% and led the System by about 
9%. "Frequent" readership went to about 46% by October, 
191~9, and the lead over the System increased to about ll%. 
Readership dropped to about 42% in April, 1950, though the 
lead on the Bell System average increased slightly. In 
September of 1951, Telephone ~ hit ito higl>est point 
before April, 19591 with a frequent readership of around 
47% and a lead on the Bell System of about 12%. The same 
rating was :recorded in February, 1952. In August, 1952, 
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"frequent• readership dropped to 42% and the lead on the 
!)-stem averege to about ll!C. Readership dropped again in 
Ootobe:r 1953 to 36!C and the lead ove:r the !)-stem average 
to an all·time low of s!C. 
Copies of the inserts studied a:re in Appendix a. 
MARCH - AUGU'S'l' 1948 
Frequent Readership -- 32!C 
Readabil1t7 (spot checks): 
May -- 6.67 -- Veey Ditf'icult 
June 2.59 Fairl;r laq 
July 3.10 Standa:rd 
Aug. 4.39 
Ave:r. -4.19 
Pai.rl;rD1f't1cult 
F 1rl;r D1tf':S.oult 
Avel"'lP Variety -- 9 etories pe:r 1aaue 
Tn! of' stories Oqj.wm IJilOheB 
Pictures •••• • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 13.4 
Plugs (~~e:rchand1s1ng and 1natruct1on). • • • 2. 96 
Features ('1'81. angle) •••••••••••• 15 
Features (no Tal. angle) •••••••••• 1.2 
Rewa Stol"ies ('l'el. angle) ••• • • • • • • • 8.1 
News Stories (no Tal. angle) •• • • • • ••• 1.3 
D1rector,y clos1nga • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.9 
Puzslea ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.9 
Charity •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• 1 
Re.arka t Writing gOOd but sentences long. Inside la;rout 
not outstanding. Conside:rable use or mortised pictures. 
hequeat Readel'Bhip - 3~ 
Readab111t7 (apot oheolcah 
Sept. 4.60 Fa1rl7 Ditticult 
Oot. 3.36 Staadard 
Nov. ~-48 
Aver. 3.81 
Averate Var1et7 ·- 10 stories per issue 
'l'lpe or Dem 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
101. 
Column Inches 
• • • • • .15.8 Pictures 
Plugs • • • • • • • •• • • • • ••••• 3.7 
Features (Tel. 8J'!Sl,e) •• • • • • • • • • • .17.3 
Features (no Tel. angle) • 
News stories (Tell ugle) 
D1reeto17 Cloelnp • • • • 
Puzzles • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • 
• • 
• • • • • • 
•• • • •• 12.2 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
2.5 
1.6 
• • • • • • .66 
Reul'ka • lu1de l87QUt more original in October. Couple or 
ahol't atoi'Da about heroic telephone people. Along 
the l1ne iS mostl7 interesting ahort-racts same as 
in last period. Little humor. 
DECBMBBR 1948 - APRU 1949 
Frequent Readership - 40$ 
Readab111t7 (spot checks)• 
Feb. 
Karch 
April 
Aver. 
3.81 
3.45 
Standard 
Standard 
Standard 
Standard 
AYerap Variet7 -- 11.4 stories per issue 
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'me or Item Column Inches 
Pioturea • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Plqa. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Features (Te1:4. aQC].e)~ • • • • • • • • • • 
Feature a (no Tel. angle) • • • • • • • • • 
News Stories (Tel. angle) • • • • • • • • 
News Stories (no Tel. angle) • • • • • • • 
D1rectcr,y Clostnss • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Puzzles •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Charit)r. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
3.0 
1.5 
2.8 
2.5 
1.8 
Remarkst Inereased original1t7 in inside la7out (also 
better). Couple more stories about telephone 
heroes (short). A little more humor. 
MAY - OCTOBER 1949 
Frequent Readership -- 46% 
Readab1l1ty (spot cheeks)t 
Aug. 
Sept. 
Oct. 
2.70 
4.75 
1.36 
P'ail'ly Easy 
Fairly Dif'f'icult 
Easy 
Fairly Buy 
Average Variety -- 9 stor:S.ea per issue 
Aver. 2.93 
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'l'ne of' Item Colunm lnghes 
Pictures • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Features (Tel. angle). • • • • • • • • • • • 11.1 
Features (no Tel. angle) • 
News (Tel. angle) • • • • 
News (no Tel. angle). • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
8.3 
8.4 
.6 
Directory Closings • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.0 
PUzzles • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3.1 
Charit;r • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 33 
Remarkat Very good human interest story on operator and 
rare drug needed f'or Russian child. Played big 
with f'a1rl;r gOOd picture. Humorous story on 
part;r•Une. More humor in Along the Line. Fewer 
pix, but bigger ones. Sailboat picture 1n June 
good and very big. 
NOVDIBBR 1949 - APRIL 1950 
hequent Readership -· 42~ 
Readability a 
Feb. 2.47 Fairly Basy 
Mar. 4.08 Fairly D:ltt'ioult 
April 2,81 Fairly lasy 
Aver. 3.12 stand a :rd. 
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Awrap Variety -· 9 stories per issue 
C9lumn :.tnches 
Ploturea • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Plugs • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4.0 
Feature a (Tel. angle). • • • • • • ••••• l9.0(1ncl. two 
semi-plugs) 
Features (No tel. anal•) • 
Newa (Tel. angle) ••••• 
• • • • • •••• a.o 
• • • • • • • • 3.5 
Rewa (No Tel. angle). • • • • • • • • • • • .0.6 
D:lreot0%7 Oloainga. • • • • • • • • • • • • .2.3 
Pus ale a • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 1.7 
Charity •••••••••• • • • • • • • • .1.1 
Reaariult A ftWIIber ot abort hwaorous short stories and 
stories about people. One t'ull page scenic 
pictures. Unusual extension ad (giraffe). 
MARCH - SBP'.l"SMBER 1951 
Frequent Readership 
-- 47~ 
Readability a 
M:r 2.05 Fairly Easy 
Aug. 1.74 Easy 
Sept. 4s2'! Fairly D.1tt1cult 
Aver. 2.92 Fairly Easy 
Awnge Var1et:r -- 7 stories per issue 
'1'lpe or Item 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
lOS 
Col\ll!!ll ln9hes 
• 16.3 Pictures •• 
Plugs ••• • • • . . .. . • • • • • • .02 
Features (Tel. 8!1g).e ). • • • • • • • • 20.4 
Features (No tel. angle) • • • • • • • 5.6 
Hews ('l'el. angle). • • • • • • • • • • 1.1 
Hews (No Tel. an&le) • • • • • • • • • o.s 
D1recto~ Closings • • • • • • • • • • 2.4 
Puzzles • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.3 
Oharity • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0.2 
Remarks: "Spectacular" on telephone ann1versa~ in Maroh 
( colore..:t ~nk and art). Ve~ good picture sto~ 
on child and telephone and good (and big) human 
interest sto~ on Milto,rd bull dog. Mother's 
day ato~ (IOOd hU1aan interest and ve~ good and 
big picture. Stor.v on French school teacher 
in June good. "Along the Line" bas become a col• 
umn~ with continuity in the items. Good sto~ on 
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capital on front of August iasue. Altogether, makeup 
gOOd and original, pix pla;,.ed big and human interest stor-
ies played big. 
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" OOTOBBR 1951 .. RBRIIARY 1952 
n 
Frequent Readership ·- 4~ 
Readabil1t7t 
Dec. 2.41 J.l'airl7 EaSJ' 
Jan. 2.48 P'A1rl7 EaSJ' 
Feb. 2 14J Pairl7 Ea.,. 
Aver. 2.43 h1rl7 Eas7 
Average Variet7 -- 9 stories per bsue 
Tne of ltea 
Pictures • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Plugs •• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Column Inches 
•• 18.85 
• • 
Features (Tel. &msle ). • • • • • • • 21.6 
Features (No Tel. angle) • • • • • • 0 
News (Tel. ~.~~gle). • • • • • • • • • 2.1 
News (No Tel. ancle) 
Direotoey Closings • 
~zles •• • • • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
0 
2 
Char:t t,.- • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 9 
Rellarlau "Alone the Line" still a column. Brown ink in 
'l'hankagiving iasue. Pumpkin atoey, plqed big with big pjc, 
veey good. lnaide l.ayout in Dec. veey good. Phone-man-
and-skiing story not bad. Operator-who-saved people-trom-
autt'ooation story played big with large picture. Picture 
quite poor, but shows some action. 
FEBRUARY - AUGUST 1952 
Frequent Readership -- 4~ 
Readab111t3"1 
June 4.93 Fairly Difficult 
Jul.y 2.35 FairlY Easy 
August ~.1~ Standard 
Aver~ 3.47 Standard 
Avera .. Variety -- 8 stories per issue 
Type of ltem CoJWDn Inches 
Pictures • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .17.1 
Plugs • • • • .. • • • • • • 
Features (Tel. angle) ••• 
Features (No 'l'el. ansle) • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
News 
News 
(Tel. angle) • • • • • • • 
(No Tel. angle) ••••• 
• • 
• • • 
• 0.2 
.16.4 
• 4.2 
.10.0 
.06 
Director,y closings. • • • • • • • • • 2.0 
Puzzle • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3.0 
CharitJ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .3 
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Re•rkat Inaide spread on annual report in April. Rate 
boxea in March and April. Bride-given-away-by-
phone is fair hwaan interest story, played fairly 
big with two 8111&11 pictures. July has green ink 
with ney~ large 8Cen1o p:icture and a picture 
puzzle on Pass 4. 
APRIL - OC'l'OBER 1953 
Frequent Readership - 3~ 
Readability: 
August 
Sept.-Oct. 
Aver. 
2.01 
4.50 
3.17 
F!rl.rl;r Easy 
Fairly Difficult 
Standal'd 
Avera.p Variet7 .... 5. 7 stories per iasue 
'1)1!! or Item 
Pieturea •• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Column lnchea 
•• 18.7 
Pluas • • • • • • •. • • • • . • • • • • 1.9 
Features (Tel. angle) ••••••••• 25.6 
Features (No Tel. angle). • • • • • • • 3.7 
Hawa (Tel. angle) • • • • • • • • • • • 4.4 
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News (No Tel. angle), • • • 
D1reetor,y closings. • • • • 
Puzzle 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
. . . .. . . 
2.1 
Eliminated 
1.2 
Charity • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Reaarlc:a# Annual report stor,y covered three t'Ull pages in 
April. Brown ink. Mar17 charts 1n Ma7 issue. 
Large rate box. Pic spread in June. Good picture 
of outdoor booth at night. Line art b7 school 
ldda in Jul.7. Lons story on automatic answering 
asrv1ce 1n August .... alllost all plug. Picture 
apreads on hurricane and hospital in Sept.-oct. 
llO 
AUGUST - OGTOBER 1956 
Frequent Readership -- 3~ 
Readability; 
Aug. 3.79 Standard 
Sept. 2.17 Fairly Easy 
Oct. 0.83 Very Ea57 
Aver. 2.23 Fairly Easy 
Average Va1"1ety -· 8.3 stories per issue 
'1'ype of Items Column Inches 
Pictures •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 14.4 
~~8 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7.58 
Features (Tel. angle) ••••••••• 14.5 
Features {No Tel. angle). • • • • • • • 7.5 
News (Tel. angle) • • • • • • • • • • • 5.3 
News (No Tel. angle). • • • • • • • • • 1.5 
Puzzle •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.7 
Charity • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Rellal"ka: Tree house story good human interest (Oct.); 
picture not bad but relatively small. Nothing 
unusual in layout. Considerable increase in 
direct sell plugs. 
Now let's see what factors seem to have a bearing on 
readership. 
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Readability: In the early (pre-color) issues or 
Telephcpe News, the correlations with readership is quite 
high. Though other factors varied, readership always in-
creased as readability improved. However. in september 
and October 1956, readability was veey good. bUt there was 
no particular increase in readership. Some other ractora 
apparenUy held down readership,; as it did not rise in the 
tollowinc year (not covered 1n thi.a study) either. 
Makeup: The makettp 1n October 1954 was theoretically 
auoh better. Color wa111 added, cow waa shortened and more 
white apace included. Introduction or this new makeup co-
incided with a gradual rise in the score for "frequent 
readership". It's possible though, that the score would 
have cone aa high or higher because of' the increased reada-
bility. 
Increase or direct merchand1B1ngr The number of' 
average column inches per issue devoted to not•veey subtle 
plugs increased considerably 1n 1954 and gradually rose. 
Aside f'rom the change in makeup. this was the most obvious 
variation from the traditional tonaat. As the plugs in-
creased, apace devoted to features went down. It is al-
moat certain that this didn •t help readership. Plugs just 
aren't as interesting as good news features. 
Human interest stories: One of' the features of' 
'l'elephcme News during ita periods ot high readership was 
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the number of good, big human interest stories. A consid-
erable number of' short hWIIIlll interest stories apparently 
isn't as effective as a few good big ones. This isn't a 
hard-and-fast i'Ule* though. We'll see later how a small 
stol",l of this type pulled almost as well as a story of 
the 88lle type that was about twice its size. Human inter-
eet stories in the best-read issues have been played big 
and accompanied by big photographs. 
Ulustrat1ons 1 Most Telephone Nows illustrations 
are photographs. The best-read issues have usually devoted 
a sood deal of space to photos. Some of' the poorer issues, 
however, have also had IIIUOh of' their space taken up by 
photoa. Pictures in the best-read issues are usually large 
and primarily concerned with human subjects. The people 
in the photos are large 1n comparison with the rest of the 
picture. I.1ghting in most of these photos has a natural 
look. 
Rates, statistics and annual reporter The issues of 
April - Octobe:r 1953, when :readerBhip fell orr considerably, 
devoted a lot of space to charta,. statistics and company pro-
gress. '!'his sort of material probably doesn't get an en• 
thue1ast1o welcome. 
Telephone or non-telephone angles: 
haa a1nys had a strong telephone slant. 
Telsumone News 
Such a slant 
did not aeem to lower readerehip at all. It may be asBUIIIed 
that people reading 'l'elephop! News expect a telephone angl.s. 
It's even possible they might beoome suspicious if they 
didn't find one. However- though a telephone angle may 
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be expected, in the beat-read issues, the telephone stories 
\'!ere inta:c"esting enough to stand on their own merits. 
Features or news stories: The readers definitely 
aeea to prefer feature treatment. This is natural enough 
in a aonthly. 
Varietyl If the average number ot stories per 
issue in a given period drops below six or seven, readership 
seems to sutter. However, pushing the number of stories 
f'ro111 nine to eleven seems to do no good. The best•read 
1asues had many dit'terent tm• of' stories. td.th enough 
epaee to present them interestingly. 
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Chapter VII 
READERSHIP -- SOME SPECIAL SURVEYS 
A number of utility companies have taken special read-
ership surveys on their bill inserts. Some of these firma 
a:re Bell S,.atem telephone companies, although all of these 
ttlephone companies also use a standard survey. As we've 
seen, the atanda:rd Bell survey doesn't provide DIUCh spec-
ific data. 
The United Ill'UIIinating 0011.1)8ny, an electric company 
in the New Haven and B:r1dseport areas of Connecticut, took 
a special survey on ita insert several years ago. When 
the writer contacted the company in 1957, it had been us-
ing the same format for its insert for nine yeara -· ainoe 
1 
mechanical stuffing waa introduced. This is a ratheJP-/i-
homely two-color job with crude to so-so art. The make-up 
is quite busy and there are too .any type faces. The type 
is rather old-fashioned. It also uses a lot of white apace 
and the copy has very high readability. One sample scores 
"easy• with the Flesch system (1.81) and it is probably 
even easier than the Flesch rating shows s all copy is ad-
dressed directly to the reader, and the Flesch system 
1 Cotjanle, T. E., director of advertising and public 
:relations, United lll'UIIinating Company, in letter to author, 
December, 1957. 
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doesn't show the f'ull extent of' this direct appeal. Ul'a 
bill insert always had the same features in the same place. 
A calendar appears on Page One, with short cow noting 
signit1oant dates and a.sldng questions about noteworthy 
events that happened on certain da7s. The inside two pages 
are an ad tor the c~1s service. Page Four has a 
recipe. (See Appendix H.) 
In 1954, the CCIIJNlD:V hired an outside firm to conduct 
a readerahip survey. The canvassers cOIIlpleted 200 telephone 
calla in Bridgeport and 200 in Kew Haven. 347 or the 
reaponclents were women; 53, men. The Ul insert 1s primar-
ily slanted to women, aQ7how. There was no significant 
ditferenee between results in Bridgeport and those in New 
Haven, so the answers were ocmbined in the survey. The f'ull 
survey is in Appendix I. 
SUrveyors discovered that 13~ ot the respondents had 
never seen the insert. Of' those who had, 7~ read the 
questions on the front page, 74~ read the inside pages and 
74~ read the back pages. 'l'his indicates tHe importance or 
front page placement. The 7~ translates into 68.5~ or all 
reapondenta. 
other questions underscored the importance of the 
tirat page. It turned out that the highest interest was 
generated by the recipe on the last page. Of all the per• 
sons questioned, 41~ said they keep the insert, but more 
than three..quarters ot them kept it tor the recipe. Only 
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11~ or tM 4)$ who kept 1 t did so ror the calendar on the 
1'1rst page, and less than 1~ saved it f'or the questions. 
'l'heae answers are hardly surprising. When you compare them 
with the Page One readership, though, they indicate that 
ma~ people seem to read automatically anything they pick 
up, so long as it reads easily. (Ul 1 s front page is even 
easier to read than the rest or the publication.) However, 
they may not bother to tum a pap or even turn over the 
leaflet to see what elae tMre is. 
'!'here was no attempt made to prove readership. As 
we' 11 see; this tends to decrease the number who say they 
read a particular publication. '!'here were, however, more 
questions than on the standard Bell System survey. It only 
two questions were asked on a self-administered questionnaire, 
as was done by the nelpboring telephone company, the 68.5~ 
readership figure might have been higher. For this reason, 
it's hazardous to compare this readership with SNE Telephone's 
f'ipre of' 84~ (53~ f'requent17, 31~ sometimes) in a survey 
taken at the same time. Just the same, the author would 
guen that Ul's insert auf't'ers from a lack of' "meat. 11 
The appearance could also stand improvement. 'l'he company 
..... to aa;ree with this last points in J:'l'ebruary 1961, it 
changed to a more modern and attractive makeup. 
A readership survey that the Bell Telephone Co. or 
Penns7lvan1a took in July, 1956 illustrates the difference 
between a personal interview seeking proved readership and 
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a survey that requires no proof'. (See Appendix J.) 
In this case, telephone interviewers called a random 
sample of' 930 Philadelphia and suburban Philadelphia custom-
era. 4~ of' the respondents said they read the leaflet 
"sometimes• in this survey, though 55- said they did on the 
standard survey, a f'ew months bef'ore. In the s~oial sur-
ve7, 2~ said they read the insert "rrequentlyJ" 28- said 
they did in the standard survey. 
Signifioantl7 more suburban than Philadelphia respond-
ents said they read the insert. This seems to be normal, 
as we shall see. The Philadelphians, however, remembered 
more subjects, espeo1a117 extension advertising. City 
people are usually subjected to a heavier barrage or ad-
vertising, eapeoially in the rona or bus and trolley cards 
and billboards. Perhaps the Philadelphia respondents 
thought they saw extension promotion in the bill insert, 
although the7 actually aaw it elaewhere. In April, 1959. 
the Southem Hew lngland 'l'elephone Co. took an advertis-
ing recall stuey and leamed that 5~ of' its customers 
were sure they had seen its advertising on telephone trucks 
and 52.8jlf: had seen it on bus cards. (See Appendix K.) 
'!'he writer had previously produced two reports unaucgeas-
Mll tr.vins to persuade top management to use truck ad-
vertiaing. He was also intimately associated with the ad-
vert1a1ng budgets and could vouch for the fact that if 
there were bus card advertising it must have cost the company 
nothing. 
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Only 1~ of the respondent& could give even the 
vaguest details of the bill insert's contents. Half of 
these had to be aided. This, we will see, is rather poor 
compared to two surveys we'll look at later. The ina•l"t, 
like lllOSt Pennsylvania jobs. was devoted to a single sub-
ject -- telephone credit cards. Only 3~ of the respondents. 
we:re even interested in the subject. This may give us a 
clue as to why :readers read. 
The New York Telephone Company wanted to know if 
local news and a somewhat lllOre artistic format would improve 
readership. No sample or the "more artistic" insert was 
available. We've seen, however, that the standard insert 
isn't bad looldng. The company sent the standard version 
to one group or customers and the better-looking, locally-
l!lla.nted version to another. Then they took a detailed 
survey or readership. (See Appendix L.) 
Ofte sample or 1500 Westchester customers were asked 
about the new version they were not gettingJ another sample 
or 1500, still receiving the old version were asked about 
it. Interviewing was done by telephone. An outside agenq 
conducted the survey. 33~ or the customers interviewed 
on the old version read itJ 36. ~ or those interviewed on 
the new version did. lither of these figures was a mighty 
drop rra New York's standard rating. 
Only 5~ or the respondents could accurately describe 
one or aore or the features or either insert. None or these 
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responses was aided, however. Purthe:nnore 1 a much larger 
number of' respondents 1n this survey than in the Pennsylvania 
study could give correct but vague descriptions or the 
contents. Th()Ugh there was more readership of' the new 
version and more general recall, the company dropped it. 
The lack or difference in accurate apec1r1o recall was the 
deciding f'aotor. The added cost or a localized insert may 
have been high enough to make this a wise decision. However, 
three-quarters of' the New York 1nse:rt merely repeats stand• 
ard advertising themes. The copy doesn't say anything 
that hasn't been said a thousand times before. Under the 
circumstances, it doesn't seem to make much difference if' 
a customer can accurately describe a single issue. It he 
reads the leaflet fairly regularly, he'll get what you want 
him to. 
The two items that interested most customers were 
hietorical stories of' New York State and facts about the 
telephone industry, the company and the employees. Specific 
services, specific types of' equipment and bargain rates 
intereeted others. 'When you write most utility advertising, 
you have to be prepared for redatance. 
At the end of' 19511 the Illinois Bell Telephone Oom• 
pany took a detailed readership survey of' its bill insert. 
Thb survey aimed to find out how many readers the publica-
tion had, what items they read moat 1 what they remembered 
and what they believed of' the material they read. It was 
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conducted by face-to-face interviews. The sampling method, 
though, waa the same as for the standard Bell S,Vstem sur-
veysJ statisticians picked s nwabel".•of key addresses at 
random, and the interviewers collected a set number of 
interviews clustering around the key addresses. Over 1,000 
Chicago and 543 suburban cuatomers were interviewed. Illinois 
Bell t s detailed report on the stud7 is in Appendix M. 
The comp&n7 found that 72.2,C of their customers 
eaid that they read the bill insert, but only 25.0% said 
they read it frequentl;y. That's three points lower than 
the standard surve;y in the "frequently" category and about 
10 points lower overall. (See Appendix F.) A drop in scores 
is to be expected when you take a detailed, personal survey 
instead of the old standard type of the Bell S;ystem. A 
alightl)' hicher percentage of suburban customers read the 
inaert. This, of course, is the same result we saw in 
Penna;ylvania. The Illinois researchers found that many 
of the Chicago customers didn't read the bill insert because 
they didn't receive it. The;y had coin phones, and collectors 
apparentl;y failed to deliver the insert, although they were 
supposed to. The insert was read by 75~ of the women, but 
only 63" or the men. 
Of the 72.2:' or the respondents Who said they read the 
insert at all, 10.~ were able to describe its contents 
unaided. About 34~ could at least describe its contents 
vaguel)'. That comes out to about 46:' of the total number 
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ot' respendents: it's a lot better than Pennsylvania's 1~. 
Though I'elldership was high, only 4% or the customers 
oould identify the bill insert by name. New York Telephone, 
70U remember, found that only l~ of the readers of its 
I'egular insert could identify it by name. That's nothing 
to be disturbed about. In his own survey, the writer got 
so many blank looks when he used •Telephone News,• he quickly 
chanced his ident1t'1cation to "the leaflet that comes with 
your telephone bill.• 
The researchers also asked the respondents about 
their attitudes toward the company, hut they made no attempt 
to correlate them with readership. It would be hard to 
miss an opportunity more completely. 
After the questionnaire was completed, the canvassers 
showed the arespendents three consecutive bill inserts and 
asked customers if they had seen them. The largest number 
of respondents said they had not seen them. Unfortunately, 
how large this number was waan1t recorded. 
Cartoons pulled the moat readers, and, in general, 
the larser the cartoon, the better. The best~read story 
was an unilluatrated item on the front page of the October-
Novellber iaaue. It told customers how to save money by 
suspending their phone service when they go away on vacation. 
It followed one trend -- f'ront page placement gets the most 
readers -- but reversed another - pictures increase read~ 
ership. 'l'he appeal ot' saving money seems to have outweighed 
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the lack of appeal of an all•type item. The words •you 
can save money• are in bold face in the second paragraph. 
This item also had good readability ·- "fairly easy" 
(2.91) on the Flesch scale. That's much better than the 
etocy •sawduat at Midnight• in the November-December issue 
{41~ read all of that, compared to 61~ for the October-
November item) or the •Hew Skyway• stocy in the September 
-October issue (3~ read all of that.) 
or course, the basic appeal of the first-mentioned 
ato1'7 1s greater t~an that of the other two. A fairer 
teet of the value of readability is in the two •It's My 
Job to Help You• stories. One ran in October-November and 
pulled 5~ •au• readership. The other ran in November-
December and pulled 43~ •all" readership. The November-
December story was the second of itll type. This might have 
decreased readership except for one thing: it printed an 
answer to one of the questions solicited by the first. 
It also had a smaller version or the same picture that 
appeared with the first article. The size or the second 
cut may have affected readership a bit, but the other fea-
ture might also have tended to raise readership. Those who 
read the first item could be expected to see what questions 
were printed and what the answers were. However, the reada-
b111t7 of the October-November stocy was "easy" (1.58) on 
the Plesoh scale. The November-December stories readability 
dropped to •standard" (3.46). 
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A few other comments on this phase of the survey t'ollowa 
Placement of articles: There is definitely higher 
readership for Page 1 items. The readership averages for 
the three inserts are a 
Page 1 46.9% 
Page 2 36.21% 
Page 3 30.1;% 
Page 4 34.2% 
The difference between pages two and three may be due 
to the type of article~ there. (This is a ver.1 small sample.) 
Also, the size of' the insert is such that a reader may 
fold the pagee back, instead of looking at two inside pages 
as a unit. 
There's hardly any difference in readership or articles 
placed above and below the center fold. Averages area 
Above f'old 
Below fold 
37.9% 
38.()% 
Size of' art1elesl All other things being equal, the 
articles given more space get better readership. Several 
"brights", or humorous shorts, seemed to get low readership 
because or the small space they had in comparison with other 
items. Though the average readership of' articles with more 
than 50 column picas and of' between 25-50 column picas is 
pretty close, the 25·50 oategor.1 includes one of 48 column 
p1oas with 56% •all" readership and one or 45 column picas 
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with 6l$C. These boosted the average. Averages are: 
Over 50 column picas 37.1$C 
25·50 column picas 36.~ 
Under 25 column picas 30.4$C 
lbe of picturest A good comparison is the lead pic-
ture 1n Noveaber-Deceaber and the lead picture in October-
November. The big picture is 13 points ahead. Of course, 
we've alread7 noted that the COJ)7 accompanying that picture 
waa more readable. Probably both factors helped boost the 
score. Also, compare the big cartoon in November-December 
with the small one 1n the same spot in October-November. 
'1'he b1s cartoon is 10 points ahead. Both cartoons are or 
the same tJ'P8. The small cartoon in the September-october 
isaue may have been too subtle for good readerahip. 
Illuatrated and non•illuatrated articles s Readership 
is somewhat higher tor illustrated articles. However, 
non-illustrated articles are also slightly smaller. The 
averages area 
Illustrated 
Ron-illustrated 
34.4$C 
32.8$C 
Picture vs. stories t Where separate scores were taken 
tor pictures and stories on the same subject, the pictures 
averaged higher readershipa 
Pictures 
Stories 
Bllot1onal content of pictures 1 Closeups of children 
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averaged noticeably better than other pictures. The best 
compoaed and lighted picture in this category was not the 
beat puller, however (aother and two children, page 4, 
November-Decelllber.) The averaps tor this class and other 
tnaea or pictures are~ 
Cloaeupa or children 
other pictures 
Art vs. photosa The beat comparison is between the 
lead picture in October-November and the lead picture 
Septellber-Ootober. Both a:re 1n comparable position, or 
caparable quality and or coaparable Bize (the art's a bit 
laropr, which is an advantap.) '1'he photo pulled 15 pointe 
higher. However, the story with the photo was also more 
likely to draw readers than the story with the art. The art 
in the right column or the September-October issue pulled 
5 points more than a photo or the same size and position in 
October-November, But a picture or a child 1B more emo-
t1oull7 c0111pell1n,s than a photo or the Eif'.t'el tower. 
Hwaan interest 1 Stories that would quality as hullan 
interest were hard to t'ind. The writer has eliminated stories 
that appear to be primar117 testimonial ads. Average read-
ership tor hUIIUln interest stories was somewhat higher than 
the average for all. 
Human interest 
Average for all 
Stories aelected for the hUIII8n interest category were 1 
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"It • s Fun ••• "October-November• "Phone Fun" October-November, 
"Women Only" October-November. "Peace of' Mind" November-
Deeember1 "Call Saves Bab7" November-December, 0 A Rose ••• " 
November-December, and "'l'elephone Brings ••• " November-
December. 
Selt"-help stut"f' t Stories that did part:l.cularl7 well 
were those that led the reader to believe that they would · 
live him free, helpful 1ntormation. These stories did not 
end 1n a direct sales message. (That's probably wiseJ the 
reader might t"eel cheated,. otherwi.se.) Note the two dif-
ferent head• on very sbd.lar stories• 11A Question For Me" 
(Nov.-Dec.) pulled 43~J "It's M7 Job to Help You" pulled 
56~. A larger pieWN and better copy probably helped the 
latter story. too. 
"Induetry" or non-lnduatry stories s According to 
question nine in the tabular BUIIIJIIa:cy, the largest number or 
respondents think the company publishes Telebriefs to give 
information about the ca.panJ and its services. This in• 
dleatee that 111nduatry• news and f'eatures1 provided they 
are interesting, may get good readership. The readers expect 
them. 
These special surveys reenf'oroe a lot of' the trends 
we noticed in the last two chapters -- the superior appeal 
of' edUorial over promotional material and the importance 
ot" readability and good looks. They, especially the Illinois 
survey • also uncover some useful information on placement 
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~ and illustration. 
'l'here are, though, a t'ew things we haven•t learned 
J'llt about readerahip. For instance, 1B there any signifi-
cant dif't'el'ence between the readership or various types of 
itema't Do readers have any strong preferences about the 
tne or material they'd like to see't To get this information, 
and also to learn what effect bill inserts have on customers' 
attitudes toward the COIIIPAI\7 that publishes them, the writer 
took his own survey. 
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Chapter VID 
READBRSHlP - A PBRSOHAL SURVEY 
'!'he author's peraonal survey was taken 1n November 
and December or 1957. It oovel'ltd readership of the 
Southam New Ensland Telephone Oo. insert in the New Haven 
aNa. Results or this survey were not analyzed until after 
the writer no longer had any connection with this bill in-
sert. The results or this study are now being published 
for the f'irat time. They have never, in whole or in part, 
been paaaed on, in any way, to the telephone company nor 
to any of 1ta employees. 
The firat step in taking the survey was, of course, 
to draw a sample. There were serious 111111ts in time and 
lll&ftPR8r (one-man power). A sample of around 200 would 
probably be enough to provide a tolerably close standard 
error, ao that was the size of the aurple. All of the 
peraona to be quizzed were telephone customers, so the 
sample wu drawn f'rom the New Haven telephone book. The 
New Haven 11Wbite Pages• (excluding the suburban Branford 
section) of' the New Haven d1reotol7 had 310 pages. Names 
were drawn aa f'ollowas the first Uating on the first page 
was taken, then the listins in the middle or the center 
column on the second pap. 'l'he third page was skipped and 
the first 11at1ng on the fourth page was taken. This system 
was followed all through the book. The pattern would 
produce a sample of' close to 2001 and it lett a page and 
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a half between each name chosen. The total sample was 206. 
'l''lfbular results of' the queationnaire are in Appendix 
P. 
The aurve;v had four aimsa (1) to learn how many 
telephone customers read the bill insert1 (2) to learn 
what atQfies the;v readJ (3) to learn what t;vpes of stories 
the;v'd like to &eeJ and (4) to learn what effect, if any, 
what the;v read had on their attitudes. We'll investigate 
the fourth aim in the next section. 
Of' the 206 listings, 172 produced usable interviews. 
The wter 34 were businesses, peraona who refused to be 
interviewed or who could not be located after three call 
(iOf 
backs at different times, or persona who d1dJ\speak English. 
'l'wo peraona were judged unreliable when they fell f'or a 
"lie teat 11 in the questionnaire. '!'hough the original small 
sample was thus made Slldler, the answers d1t'f'ered enough 
to find significant dit't'erenoea. 
h uldng the interview, the canvasser asked the 
f'ir1t adult who came to the door 11' he or she had read the 
bill 1nsel't. If the answer were "yes•, the interview pro-
ceeded. If "no, • the reapondent wa• asked if' anyone else 
in the house read the insel't. Ir so, the interview was con .. 
duo ted with that person, if' he or she were available. In 
moat oases • a woman answered the door. In lower income 
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families, though, it was found that the man of the house was 
more likely to have read the bill inserts he was usually 
the one who handled the bills. In higher income families, 
this pattern was reversed. In the majority of cases, the 
meat frequent reader could be either the husband or wife. 
Otten both or them read the insert. 
The interview did not end if nobody in the house read 
the bill insert. Non-readers were important to the third 
and fourth parts of' the questionnaire. Therefore, if no 
readers could be found, the interview continued with the 
adult who first met the canvasser. If, however, there was 
a :reader 1n the house, but he or she was not available at 
the time, a call back was made. 
'!'here were two reasons for this system& 
The telephone book system or drawing a sample makes it 
• impossible to know •r the customers' households contain one 
person or tenJ you just can't piok out a particular person 
when you're drawing the sample. 
Bill inserts are aimed at households. The service is 
sold on a household basis. One insert goes to each customer, 
although the customer may be a household containing many 
persons or only one. 
Therefo:re, it was necessa17 to find out if anyone 1n 
the houaehold read the b1U inaert to best measure the pub-
11oat1on's effectiveness. "Selliftg" ten persona in one 
household on the company probably would not be as helpful 
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as "selling" one person in five d1.t'ferent households. The 
single reader would do the rest of the "selling" for the 
I 
CO!JI1Nll'IY1 and heddo it free. 'l'b1s is as true for merchandis-
ing as it is for PR. Suppose the single readers wanted 
extra services .. but were effective in just two cases in the 
five or convincing the rest of the household. That would 
be two customers. In the case of the ten persons in one 
household who were all sold, you'd have just one customer. 
!n attempting to form public opinion in such matters 
as governmental regulation, it•s desirable to reach as man;y 
adults as possible, of course. Nevertheless, households 
are also taxpaying Units, and the responsibility for paying 
taxes usually rests with only two adults. Evidence indicates 
that each of these persone, the man and the wire, tend to 
act aa a team. Marketing surveys by Batten, Barton, n.trstine 
and Osbom and Harry w. Hepner .. professor of psychology at 
Syracuse University, show that both the husband and wife 
influence the selection of all kinds of products. 1 It's 
probable that the husband and wife influence each other's 
attitudes toward a utility company, too. If the company can 
influence either of the partners. it has made a gain. At 
any rate, the method used seemed to provide the only prac• 
tical way to gauge bill insert effectiveness. 
In this survey~ 41.4~ or the respondents were men1 
58.6% were women. Because of the pattern for selecting 
respondents. no differences in the reading habits of the two 
lDI.lf't}r, Ben, Advertisi!'!l ~ Marketing, New York t 
Prentice Hall, 1951, second ed., pp. 32-6. 
" 
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groups would be significant. However, there were tendencies. 
Neither sex differed much in readership or general items. 
Most of' the puzzle readera were men, though. A slightly 
higher proportion of men than WOllen said they read the bill 
insert frequently. 01' these "often" readers* a slightly 
h1pr proportion of' men than women could pi•ove recall. A 
bigger part of' the women said they read the insert "occa-
sionally." Recall in this category was again higher on the 
male side. A much larger proportion of men than women, 
however, said they did not read the bill insert at all. 
or all of the respondents, 30.2% said they did not 
read the bill insert at all. The respondents who said 
they did made up 69.8~ of the sample, and 53.5% of the 
total sample could recall items from at least one of the 
last three inserts. By taking the square root of the 
product of the two proportions divided by the sum of the 
respondents and multiplying by 2 (see table), it was 
f'ound that these proportions were significantly different. 
'1'he percentage of "yeses• could va:ey between 75.3% and 63.3%J 
the percentage of "noes" from 36.7~ to 23.7%. "Yes" with 
proved recall could var,r between 61.22% to 45.78%J "yes" 
but not proved. from 22.04~ to 10. 7ls'. In other words~ 
roughly half of all telephone customers in the New Haven 
area could prove recall of one or more items from one or 
all of the three previously published bill inserts. 
A standard Bell System survey had been completed about 
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a year before, but none of the respondents in the a~thor•s 
survey had been contacted. The Bell System score for 
"frequent" readership was 3~. On the survey we're con-
cerned with now, 25~ said they read the insert "often." 
This score could vary between 31.~ and 18.1%. Therefore, 
it1 s significantly lower than the score for the standard 
Bell survey. Again, the requirement to prove readership 
lowers the Bell survey score. 
Recall on the author1 s survey was determined by 
giving respondents the subjects of stories appearing in 
the three previous issues, and asking them if they recalled 
anything about them. Any accurate details were counted as 
recall. The respondents d1dn 1t see the inserts in question 
until after the interview was over. 
These three issues made an interesting subject for 
a readerahip survey. '!'he October issue and the November 
issue were identical except for the front page story. 
'!'hat •s because maJ.ling of the October issue had stopped 
before it could be sent to all customers, and a special 
bill insert announcing a rate increase had been sent out 
in its place. This special insert ran through the full 
list of customers. After that, the November issue picked 
up where the October issue left oft and was sent to all 
customers who had not yet seen the October issue. The 
October and November issues, then, each went to about half 
or the customers. Then the December issue came along at its 
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regul.ar time. No customer would have seen both the October 
and Noveaber iseues. The questionnaire contained a built-
in Ue teat. It a person said he had seen both the f'ront 
pap atol')' in October and that 1n November1 his answers 
were diaqual1f'1ed. Only two reapondenta f'ell f'or it. 
Peroentagea of' the total sample who reealled indivi-
dual stories was otten f'a1rl7 close. As the aample was 
rather ~~~~all, standard errore were relatively high. How-
ever, some 1telll8 had aipif'lcantly better recall than 
othera, statiatically speaking. '1'he front page stocy in 
September, about a new IIObile switchboard for diaaster 
uae 1 had s1gnif'1oantly higher readership than several items 
in the later bill inaerts. Theae were a syndicated comic 
strip reproduced because it had a telephone angle, a large 
photo advertising extension phones, a puzzle, and a back 
page f'eature publicizing a non-telephone lecture series. 
This last item had significantly lower readership than ~ 
item in any of the inaerts. The front page stories in the 
October and November issues, of' course, got lower recall 
than the September f'ront page story. However, each of 
theae stories reached Just half' the number of' readers the 
front page story reached. Their combined recall scores, 
however, were almost the same as that for September front 
papr. That doesn't mean that because a story gets on the 
front page, it automatically gets high readership. The 
November stol')', a hUIIIIln•interest type about a teacher in one 
" 
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of the state's last one-room school houses, drew almost 
twice the recall or the October stor,v, advertising a new 
Bell S)'atem TV show. Because or the ver,v small size or the 
sample, the scores were not statistically significant, though. 
However, if the teacher stor,r had gone to all customers, 
as the switchboard stor,v had• there's reason to believe 
that it would have had even higher recall than the switch-
board stor,r. 
After the front page stories, the item with the 
hichest recall was a two-page spread in the September issue. 
'l'hia waa about telephone service ot the tuture. It had sig• 
n1tieantly more recall than either the comic strip or 
leeture series ator;v. 'l'h1a ator;v took up an unusually 
lara;e amount or apace. As we've seen, that seems to help 
readership ot an individual stor,v, though it probably doesn't 
increase readership ot the bill insert as a whole. 
The two back page stories in September got exactly 
the aame recall scores. Both had about the same amount of 
space and neither had illustrations. Both had telephone 
angles. 
Aside trom the front page stories, in October and 
November the best-read stories seemed to be two human in-
terest stories with telephone angles -- a ver;v short one 
about a Danish woman and a longer one about a man whose 
troubles were solved by a special phone hook-up. Each of 
these items got higher 1"8W scores than a lara;e and ver;v 
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pl'OIIIinent advert181ng picture. Because of the size of the 
sa.ple, though, the difference was not statistically signi-
ficant. 
Recall of the comic strip and the lecture series 
story was rather surprising. The comic strip was of the 
all•picture type. If readability were the sole factor in 
readership .. it should have racked up a tremendous score. 
However, this was the firet time this type of item had 
ever been triedJ the readen weren't expecting anything 
like it. They may tend to read, or at least recall, only 
the tJPe of item they are familiar with. We've seen that 
they also seem to prater a certain amount of "meat" in their 
bill insert reading. In his questioning, the author noted 
that most people seemed to think of bill inserts as something 
other than a means ot entertainment. An exception is the 
group that reads the puzales. 
A la:rse part of the puzzle fans read nothing else. 
The puzzle people rona a rather unique croup of bill insert 
readen. Almost all or the uil a bill insert editor gets, 
if his publication contains puzzles, is from these people. 
The survey, however, abowa that tbet're a definite m1nor1ty. 
In 1958 a mbtake in the answer to one of the puzzles 
brought the author 154 letters and about 50 phone calls. 
or the letters, about ~ were froa men. The stationery, 
signatures and reu:rka indicated that about 24~ or the men 
were proprietors or buainesa, in the unasement strata of 
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industry or in the professions. 
The rest of the people seem to think a bill insert • s 
main job is to inform them, especially of doings in the 
telephone industry. That may be a reason why the lecture 
story pulled such a low score. It was advertising, and 
not even telephone advertising. Furthermore, most lecture 
programs have a rather limited appeal. It was also a local 
event, to be held only in Hartford. The bill insert went all 
over Connecticut. 
The effects of readability on the recall of stories 
waa slight, to say the least. 'l'be story about the new law 
on party line calling got the same recall score as the one 
offering the film catalogue. The first, though, was 
written in horrible legalese with a Flesch score of 8.58, 
or •very diff'ioultJ" the second had a score of 2.95, or 
"fairly easy." 'l'be lecture series item, at the bottom of 
the recall barrel, had a score of 1.56, or •easy." The 
puzzle, which had a recall score third from last, had the 
best readability score -- .58. "ver;v easy." A good read-
ability score didn't hurt recall. though. 'l'be teacher 
ator,r, which probably would have beaten all others in actual 
recall, had a Flesch rating of 1.40 -· "easy." The two 
Pace 2 human interest stories 1n October and November had 
good Flesch as well as good recall scores. They both got 
•easy" ratings• a score of 1.21 went to the story about 
the Danish woman and one of 1.22 to the story about the 
Connecticut man. Both of' these got better recall scores 
than the advertising picture on Page 3J that item got a 
Flesch rating of 4.791 or "fairly difficult." Except 
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for the party line ator,r, all of the items from the September 
issue had "fairly easy" ratings. The switchboard story got 
a aoore of 2. 71, and the telephones of the future story 
got 2.14. 
We've already seen that readability is a factor to 
reckon with when you're try1ng to get wide readership. 
Thia survey, however_. shows that it's leas important than 
the stor,r itself. 
Are there any qualities that make some of these items 
better read than others? 
Position seems to be a pretty important factor. The 
stories on Page l got higher recall scores than any others. 
A place on the last page doesn •t seem to be much, if any 1 
better than one inside, though. Although a customer is 
as likely to see the last page as the first when he takes 
out the bill insert, it seeu that customers with any in-
tention to read automatically start on the first page. 
Space also seems important. The bestwread stories 
tended to take up a pretty fair part of a page. Illustrat-
ing a story probably helps, judging from other evidence 
we've seen, but it doesn't insure readership. The two 
Ue1118 with the poorest recall aoores -- the lecture story 
and the comic strip -- had illustrations. The beat-read 
stories also had illustrations, of course. The large 
" 
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illustration or the extension phone ad probably helped its 
readerahip. Judging from what we've seen before, neither 
the story's readability nor its subject matter would be 
likely to bring high readership. 
Readability, as we've seen, didn't have any noticeable 
effect in this survey. The party line story did well in 
spite or spectacularly bad readebility. The fact that 
this story sot the same recall scoi'8 as the film catalog 
story on the same page might seem to be coincidental, except 
for two thingsa {A) no I'8spondent saw the page until after 
questioning had been oompletedJ and (3} not everyone who 
saw one page saw the other. Probably the subject matter of 
this story was more oompellin8 than that of the other. We've 
too much evidence of the effectiveness or readability to 
discount it completely. 
One type of story that seems most effective for attract• 
ing readers is "human interest/,. We lllight define a human 
interest story as one that appeals chiefly to such emotions 
as gentle hUmor, mild pity or slight nostalgia. It concerns 
a talUble hwaan be1ng or a humanized animal and treats 
its subject sympathetically on the whole. 
The teacher story is of this type. So are the 
stories about the Danish woman and the Connecticut man. 
All of these stories got relatively good raw scores. If 
the teacher story had gone to as many customera as the 
September front page story. it probably would have had the 
" 
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highest recall of any. '!'he other two human interest stories 
did quite well in spite of their position and size. 
St~r1es that seem to contain important information 
for the reader, such as the part;y line story and the future 
service story, pull well, too. The part;v line story was 
alao a kind of official notice from the government. From 
the 11core it made, we might guess that this type of story 
has a special kind of appeal. It 1 s not the kind ;you can 
use every month, though. 
The future service story was also news of the telephone 
induat..,.. As long as stories ot this t;ype reall;y are news, 
like that one or the mobile switchboard story. the7 seem to 
pull well. This class seems to fall a little below the 
human interest type, though. 
Respondents were alao asked to name any stories 
they could remember from previous inserts. Recall was com• 
6niY 
pletely unaided. ~ a f'ew peraona could recall any specific 
stories. Those who could, though, mentioned news-of-the-
company stories. The one that had the most of' this sort 
of' recall was one about bow phone service was restored 
after the 1955 flood. Five peraons recalled it. 
We 1ve already seen the superiority of feature over 
news story treatment in 'this kind of publication. All of 
the beat-read items 1n this surve7 had a feature treatment 
except the party line story, and that was a special case. 
In the nsxt part of' the surve;v, respondents were asked 
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what types of items they thought most people like to see in 
a monthly bill insert. They were given a number of cate-
gorieu advertising, human interest, biography, history, 
news of the telephone company and instructions for the 
uee of service. 
As you can see from the table, human interest stories 
got the most votes by a wide and significant margin. Ad• 
vertising material got the fewest by an equally wide margin. 
Significantly more votes went to historical material than 
to biographical or instructional items. There was no sig• 
nifieant difference between historical stories and news 
of the telephone business, although the margin is quite wide. 
The same is true of the differences between the news and 
biographical and the instructional categories. 
In judging these results, we have to remember that 
the words "human interest" seem to have a pleasant connota-
tion. The word "advertisins" seems to have an unpleasant 
one. Nevertheless, the margin of votes between these two 
choices is too wide to ignore. And, as we 1ve seen, the ev1• 
dence from actual readerahip surveys shows that there 1 s a 
difference in the pulling power of each. 
" 
Section III 
EFII'EC'tlVENBSS 
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Chapter IX 
EFPEC'l'IVENESS -- AS AN ADVERTISING MEDIUM 
Although bill insert publishers are happy when their 
customers read their offerings, mere readership isn't a 
worthwhile goal. Unless the insert produces some change 
in the customer, it merely means a worthless expenditure or 
money. The change may be an inducement to buy extra devioes 
or services, or it may be a change in the customer's atti-
tude toward the oCIIBpany. 
How effective 1a the bill insert as a merchandiaing 
tool? 
Qne of the biggest arguments in favor of bill inserts 
aa an advertising medium is that more people see them than 
aee advertisements. 
For instance, the 8outhem New Bngland Telephone 
COilJI&nJ' in ita "Advertising Recall Study -- Spring 195911 
report (Appendix IC) on Page 3 statesa "More customers 
recall reading the •News• (the CC11Bpany 1 s bill insert) than 
reeall seeing or hearing advertising presented by eight 
other media." Tbe News had, in fact, set an all-time record 
for a Bell Syatea bill insert. 'l'his waa gretit'ying to the 
author, who waa at that time t'1n.1shing his career as a bill 
ineert editor. It ~ .!12!, however, indicate as the report 
implied, that acre people had seen the advertising in the 
bill insert than the advertising in any other JDedium. 
'1'he SNK'l' report listed its JDedia recall figures with 
this sentence 1 "Listed below are the proportions of SNE an:l 
Bell S,ystem customers who recall telephone advertising for 
the various media." This report does not print the ques• 
tions actually asked of the respondents, though. When you 
see the questions, you realize that the superiority of the 
bill insert as an advertising medium is not quite so clear. 
The AT&ff report on the same survey 1 "Customer Recall of 
Telephone Advertising and Information Activities," (Ap-
pendix 0) does lbt the questions. They arec 
QUESTION: 
QUESTION: 
QUIS'l'IO!h 
QUBSTIOlh 
QUESTION: 
OOBSTIONI 
QUESTION & 
Questions 
Do you ever see Bell Telephone Com~any 
advertising in newspapers? (If yes} 
About how often? 
Do you ever see the informational leaflet 
that: COIHIB with your telephone bill t (If 
yes) About how often do you read at least 
s0111e parts of it? 
Do you ever see Bell Telephone System 
advertising in weekly or monthly maga-
zines? (It yes) About how often? 
Do you ever see any short television com-
mercials sponsored by the Telephone Company 
between programs or parts of a program? 
(If yes) About how often? 
Do you ever hear any short radio commercials 
sponsored by the Telephone Compan;y' between 
programs or parts of a program? (If yes) 
About how often? 
Do you ever see Telephone Company advertis-
ing on posters on telephone trucks? (It 
yes} About how often? 
Do you ever see Telephone Company advertis-
ing on billboards in town or along the 
highway? (It yes) About how often? 
Do you ever see Telephone Compan;y advertis-
ing in telephone booths? (If yes) About 
how ottent 
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QUESTION: Do you ever see Telephone Company adver-
tising on oar cards in busses, trolleys 
or subl-ta;ys? (If' ;yes) About how often? 
QUBS'riO!h Do ;you ever see Telephone Company displays 
in windows or other locations 1n telephone 
buildings? (If' yes) About how often? 
While all of' the other questions directly- refer to 
advertising, the one on bill inserts just asks about the 
medium. Using this data to prove that bill inserts are 
superior to other f'onns of' advertising is like asking, 
"Do you read any portions or a newspaper? (If' J"e!c') About 
how often?", and using that readership figure to show how 
many readers J"OUr newspaper ads get. 
However, there is evidence that bill inserts can do 
a good job as an advertising medium. The spokesman for the 
Boston Edison Company saidl •we get a lot of order cards 
and business (from bill inserts} through our Edison shops. 
It (the bill insert) is considered our most effective med-
ium." Boston Edison uses its bill insert as a pure mer-
chandising tool. The Pacific Gas and Electric Company, 
which uses both a large PR-type bill insert and a small 
merchandising insert, reportst "Bill inserts are one of' 
our prima~ methods of communication in terms of effective-
ness." Fall River Electric Light Company, which uses an 
insert similar to Boston Edison's, says •the results are 
excellent• from its bill insert advertising. 
EvidentlJ", then there is a place for the bill insert 
f'\ in advertising. '!'he companies that report the best results 
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tend to be thoae that can advertise new models and specific 
brallda, with prices, and where then can be bought. Maey 
power coapan1es can not do this, but maey others and most 
telephone coapanies can. 
Utility firms occasionally run giveaway tests to see 
just how ef'tective their bill inserts are. The results 
or theM teats are aometimea rather confusing. As T. E. 
CotJanle or the United Illuminating Compaey wrote to the 
author a 
Bill inMrts as a •ana of' communication ... 
no utter what the purpoM .... are still a some-
what contusing aed1wa with which to work. 
On aoae oooaaiona, our merohand1s1ng copy in 
the inaerta will have almost no ettect whatsoever, 
and this would also apply to llllt&&agea we consid-
er important and Vital to the customer. Yet, at 
other times, we find that readership and responses 
are ve17 good ·- WJ'ond our expectation in many 
respects. 
Mr. Cotjanle then related a test he had run two 
months before he wrote the letter: 
In the bill insert dated November, 1957 we 
decided to emit the usual back page recipe in 
favor of' our annual United Fund appeal and a 
sales aeaaase tor electric blankets. We in• 
serted a Slllall coupon type of' box explAining 
why a recipe did not appear and asked for 
reapoJUJea on the type of' recipe preferred. 
'l'his meant, tor uey cuatome:ra, completing the 
coupon, clipping, addressing and ma.111ng -- a 
good bit or work on the ~tomer's part to 
register a preference tor recipes. 
We received almost 500 responses -- and coupons 
--to our simple teat. 
When J'OU use a giveaway teat with bill inserts --
and probably with other media, too -- the results depend a 
great deal on what is given aw.,.. 
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ln December, 1956, the Southem New England Telephone 
COJIIP&Il7 devoted three pages or ita four-page insert to 
offeriftg a booklet shoWing types of color telephones 
and how they fit in With room decor. They received 200 
coupons 1n reaponae. 
In the spring of 1958, the same company offered a 
booklet giving hints on how to plant trees. The booklet 
contained much ueetul information on the life, size and 
hardiness of trees and what sort of soil, drainage and 
cllute were best for thea. 'l'bt company's purpose, however, 
was to discourage the planUng of trees that would interfere 
With telephone service. They pt 5,500 COUpons in response 
t6 this otter. 
Obviously • customers thouaht the tree booklet would 
be more useful to the111 than the color phone booklet. 
Tne Naponee to this type of giveaway depends on 
how sreat the need is for the itea ottel"'td, and what sort 
of' illpl"'teaion abdlar 1telllll have ude in the past. 
For example, in the fall of 19571 the SKBT company 
offered through its bill insert a new catalog listing films 
the company' a film library had to lend to the public. The 
l"'tspoaae was more than 3,000 coupons. The folloWing year, 
the oampany again offered the 881118 catalog 1n its bill in-
sert. '!'hie t~ about 1,800 coupons o8111e in. There was 
aothins new in the catalog. But in 1959, the company 
offered a completelY new oataloa through the bUl insert. 
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This last catalog was also offered through ads in 
.T!!!. Coueoticut 'l'eaoher, a aqazine going to most of' the 
state's teachers. As schools were by far the biggest 
~rrowers of the co~'s films, it was believed that the 
response from this ad would be proportionately very great. 
Coupona f'rom the ad numbered just 121. In proportion to 
the number of the magazine's readers, the response was no 
greater than that f'rom the bill insert. 
The moat spectacular showing tor the SNET bill insert 
was in the offer in 1956 of a booklet listing interesting 
plaeea to visit in Connecticut. The bill insert brought 
about 10,000 responseaJ o0111111ercials on the state's only 
TV' station brought 200 reaponaes1 advertisements in the 
major Connecticut daily newspapers brought a bit more than 
1,000 responaes.l 
This performance shows that the bill insert can be an 
extremely ef'f'eotive advertising tool, in spite of the rela• 
tively low readership of' bill insert ads that we've al-
ready noted. 
It points to another use of' the bill insert, too. 
The of'f'er1nge that brought the greatest response were them-
,.., 
se~ea public relations tools. Bach had a definite public 
relations f'unot1on for the telephone companyJ the film 
catalog merchandised f"ilma that would give people a good 
impreasion of' the company or instructions for the use of' 
equipment J the tree booklet, ot' course> encouraged them to 
1Sull1van, Russell T., former advertising supervisor, 
the Southern New England 'l'elephone Company, conversation 
with the author, August, 196o. 
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plant trees that would not interfere with telephone service; 
the T£tp TiP• booklet u~d them to call ahead and make 
reservations when travelling, and also urged them to travel 
110re. 'l'hh last booklet also boosted Connecticut and hoped 
to give the illlPreae1on that the COIIlPSny was a •good corporate 
citizen.• 
So if' the bill insert 1a a good advertiaing tool, it 
see11111 that with g1veawaya or thie type, it!s even more 
ef'f'ective aa a PR tool. 
But does the bill insert cow have any PR value in 
1tseltt Does reading a bill insert tend to change a customer 
toward a more favorable attitude to the company? 
To learn this, we'll have to look at the past part 
ot' the author's SUI'Irey. 
Chapter X 
!ll'li'IW'l'IVINSS - OP PR COPY 
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!he personal survey whioh we've looked at in connection 
with readership also aimed at learning the effectiveness or 
bill inaert copy for changing attitudes in favor of the 
company. 
The questions used were similar to key questions in 
the standard Bell S,..stem survey. These key questions, 
according to SD'l' statistician Roser Ryan, are the most 
important of those in the two batteries used to dete:nUne 
the 1nd1oea for "Company Attitude" and "coat Attitude" in 
that survey. 
In the author's survey, respondents were asked first 
if they thoucht the oompsny1a reputation in the community 
was "poor," "ratr, u "good" or "excellent." They were then 
asked how auooeaatul they thought the company was 1n keeping 
ita costa down -- if they thoucht it could do more or was 
doins all it could. The third question concerned government 
control -- if there should be "-.ore, 8 "the same amount as 
now!' or 11leaa. 11 
·' 
The reapondentfs1 questionnaires were broken down by 
classes. Comparisons were made betweent (1) those who said 
they read the insert and those who said they did not; (2) 
those who proved they had read some or all or the inserts 
and those who could not (including those who said they had 
not read it)J (3) those who said they read it "often• and 
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recalled itema and those who said they read it "occasionally" 
and recalled itemBJ (4) those who said they read it "occas-
wh' S.oaall;y" and recalled iteu and thoae!lsa1d they read it 
and did not recall items (almost all of these said they were 
"occasional" reader&J (5) and between those who said they 
read it but did not recall an;ything and those who said they 
didn't read it. 
For convenience, these oompar.lsons were labeled: (1) 
"Ya1~ -.ad "KoJ" (2) "lroved" and "UnprovedJ" (3) "Orten 
Proved" and "Occasionally ProvedJ• (4) •occasionally Proved• 
and 11Yea UftprovesJ" (5) "Yea Unproved" and "No." 
Tabular results or this part or the survey are in 
Appeadix r. 
'1'he compar.laona were analyzed by the fo:rnmla for 
•s1p1n.eant Dltterenoe Between Jl"roJ)OJ>tions. • The standard 
error between the two proportions was round by Jll'Ult1ply1ng 
the total percentage of' occurrence of each choice by the 
re•inder or that percentase i'rom l, 'dividing the product 
b;y the sum •1• over the number or persona· in each categor,r 
and finding the square root. The standard error was then 
divided into the difference be1;ween the percentages of 
.. 
oocurrence in each group. 'l'his figure was then checked 
with a probability table to detemine the odds against a 
var1at1on aa great or greater than the difference between 
the two percentages of occurrence.l 
l Arld.ll, Herbert and Colton Raymond R., Stat1at1oal 
Methods. New Yorkt Barnes and Robie. 1956, PI• "1"'18;..==:.:.:==-
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On Question 6, the odds were about 4 to l that more 
8 Noes" than *reses" thought the company's reputation was 
•poor• and about 10 to 1 that more or them thought it was 
•ratr. 11 More "Yeses• thought it was "good," but the odds 
on thia difference weren't. As· to whether it was "excellent• 
though, the odds were 15,770 to l that more "Yeses" 
would say •,.as." 
The odds were the same on that last choice between 
the 8 lroved" and "Unproved" groups. A bigger percentage 
or the •Proveda8 thought the company's reputation "excel-
lent." More or the "Unproveda11 thought it was merely 
•goo4,• but the odds that that choice was characteristic 
ot all New Haven cuat0111era were less than 3 to 1. More 
or the •unproveda• thought it was Just •rair." too, but the 
odds on that choice were even lower -- about 1.36 to 1. There 
waa no significant difference on the choice of •poor.• 
Differences between the •otten Proved" and •ocoasion-
a117 Proved" weren't as wide. but they were more consistent. 
More "OceaaionalUea• thoull'lt the company's reputation was 
•poor,• "fair," or 11good. • '!he odds on these choices were 
4 to 1, 6 to 1 and 21 to 1, respectively. More "ortens11 
thought the o~1s reputation was "excellent• and the 
odds that this is typical are 106 to 1. 
Between the •occasionally Proved• and *res Unproved" 
groups, the pattern varied. More "Ooeasionally Proveds" 
said the COIIP&n:v'a reputation was "poor• or •rair." Odds 
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were 3 to l that this was typical. The odds were about 2 
to l that more "Yes Unproveds" would say it waa "good." 
Odds were 3 to l that '*>re "Occasionally Proveds • would 
say it waa "excellent." 
When we come to the "Yes unproved" and "No" groups, 
we find that the odds are 5 to l that more "Noes" would 
say that the company's reputation was "poor, • 6 to l that 
aore would say it's "fair. • Odds are 21 to l that more 
"Yea Unproveda" would say it's "good" and about 6 to l 
that more would say it 1 s "excellent.• 
Two patterns seem apparent here. First, that the 
aore a peraon reads the b1U insert and the more he remem-
bers, the more likely he is to think highly of the compaey. 
Second, that there seems to be definitely more hostility to 
the company among those who say they do not read the bill 
inaert than among any of' the groups who say they do. 
On Question 8 -- "How muoh government control of' the 
telephone coapaey do you think there· should be?" -- dit'-
t'erenoes were not so wide. Nevertheless, they followed the 
trend set by the "Compa.r!7 Attitude" qUestion we've just 
exaa1ned. 
More !Noes• than "Yeses• thought there should be more 
govemment oontrolJ the odds are 21 to l that this is typi-
cal. More "Yeses" and Noes• thought the company should be 
controlled to the same extent as is now done. The odds on 
this choice were 727 to l. '!'here was no significant difference 
" 
. ' 
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1n the choice of "less: between these two groups, though. 
Between the "Proved" and "Unproved 0 groups, the 
odds were 21 to 1 that more "Unproveds" would tavor increased 
control. The odds were 1~033 to l thatfllilore "Proveds" 
favor the s81M amount or control as now. Again there was 
no signitieant difference between those who chose less 
governmental control. 
On this question there was little difference between 
the "Proved Of'ten• and "Prove~ Occasionally" groups. The 
~ s1Cn1ticant difference on any choice was between the 
percentages that called for less control. The "Proved 
Of'ten" people wanted less control, but the odds that this 
was typical or that class or readers were only 1.36 to 1. 
Differences between the "Occasionally Proved" and 
"Yes Unproved" groups were wider but still comparatively 
slight. More of' the unproved group favored more oontrolJ 
the odds were 3 to 1. More or the "Occasionally Proved" 
readers favored the status quo. 'fhe cd.ds on this choice 
wN 4 to 1. However, the "Yes Unproved" respondents 
broke the pattem heret more of them favored less control. 
The odds however were onl7 1. 36 to 1 that this was a 
t}'pical answer. 
Between the "Yes Unproved" and "No" groups, there 
was no s1cnit1cant d1tterenoe in the choices of either 
more or leas governmental control. However, the respond-
ents Who said they read the bill insert favored the status 
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quo to a greate:r extent than the "No" group. The odds that 
th1a eho1oe was typical were 3 to 1. 
Again, the more a oustomeP read the bill insert and 
the more he remembered what he read, the more likely he 
waa to have a t'avol'llble attitude towaro the company. 
In thia case, he tended to OJ'POBe more governmental control. 
'!'here doesn't seem to be much sentiment for less governmental 
control in any group. 
The surprise came in the •cost ~ttttude• quest:t.on ... 
No, 7. 
A higher pe:rcentage ot the "Y!!s• group than the "No" 
group thought the camp&~ could do more to keep its costs 
down. '!'he odds that this is a typ:l.cal difference were a 
oouiderable 195 to 1. '!'here was no significant difference 
between the proportions of each group that. said it was 
doing all it could. 
We find the same pattern in the comparison between 
the •Proved" and "Unproved• groups. A bigger proportion 
or •Provede" felt the o~ could do more to keep its 
cost down. In this case, the odds were 727 to l, Again, 
there was no significant diffe-rence in the "Doing all it 
can11 ohoice. 
Between the 110ften Proved" and "Occasionally Proved11 
groups, there was no significant difference. 
Between the "Oolae:lonally Proved" and "Yes Unproved" 
groupe, more people who said they read the bill insert 
.. 
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"OccasionallY" and could recall details of the sample issues 
thought the company could do 1110re to keep costs down. The 
odds were 10 to l that t!Us was a typical dift'e:renae. There 
was no significance between the "Doing all it can" choice. 
Between the "Yes t1npl'Oved" and "No" gl"'Ups, there 
was little difference in choices. The only significant 
difference was that more "Yes Unproveds" than "Noes" 
thought the company was doing all it could. The odds that 
thh was typical was 1.36 Cto 1,. 
One thing to I'81118mber in evaluating this question is 
that the eoml)arl7 had announced a rate increase ·via bill 
-
1n"rt between the October and November issues of Telephone 
News. Customers who read the bill inserts fairly often 
would tend to be more aware of this than those who didn't. 
Another factor is the ver,v large "No opinion" 
choioe on this question. or all respondents, 43.6%. offered 
no opinion on this question. '1'here were more "No opinions" 
UtOftC "Noes" than "YesesJ" among 11Vnproveds 11 than 11ProvedsJ" 
and among "Yes Unproveds11 than 11e.cas1onally Proveds. 11 
'!'he odds that these differences were typical were, respective-
17-":-n -:1 r" __.: 
ly, 35 to l, 516 to 1, 35 to 1. Those who read less -...e · 
to be leas definite in their opinions. 
Thia was a pretty general pattern in all three 
questions. The only exception was on Question 6: "Often 
Proveds11 led "OccasionallY Proveda" 1n "No opinions,• and 
the odda were 10 to l the difference was typical. 
'1'be precentage of •No opinion• responses in this 
survey was le88 than 1n the corresponding questions in 
the previous SRB'l' surYe7. In that survey. the question 
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on reputation drew ~ •wo opinion" responsesJ the 
QtU~at1on on coat drew 5~1 the QtU~ation on government con• 
trol drew 52,C. 
ln thla study the "No opinion" responses were 9.3,C 
on MI'UtaUon> 43. 6,c on cost >and 40!' on government control. 
statiaUeal val'1at1ons in each response were, respectively, 
plus or 111nua 1.94,c. 7.46,C and 7.64§. 'l'b.e SN!'!' survey 
(APJ1ttnd1x P) atatea on lap 1 that "variations or up to 
2 points in an overall index or 4 points on an 1nd1v1d1lal 
QtU~sUon 1n sucoeas1ve surveys are not necessarily sign11"1· 
cant. • It will be seen1 then, that the difference between 
percentages or "Ro opinions" 1n these two surveys is 
not sipitloant. However, they do time! to be lower. 
The SMl!:'1' 8Ul'V'eY sought to break down readership on 
the basis of whether the respondent said he read the bill 
insert 11aoaetblea8 or "frequentl)'. • This survey shows that 
Wutre are definite d11"1"erences in attitude between members 
of each group. 'l'b.eae dif':ferenoes, though, are no sharper 
than d1:fterences found in a breakdown baaed on recall. 
Obviously, ouat01118rs who read the bill inserts tend 
to have a better op:1n1on of the o0111pany. The more they 
read and the 110re the7 reaeaber, the better their 1mpresa1on 
is likely to be. The big exception shown in this survey is 
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their attitude to the oomp8n1•a efficiency in keeping down 
ita ooata. 'l'he aore these respondents read and remembered. 
the more likely they were to think that the telephone com• 
palt7 could do aore to reduce ita coats. But as we've seen. 
the readeralltlo read the bW insert more frequently and 
re .. abered what .they'd read would be the ones most likely 
to kftolf that the cOJaP&J:O' waa increasing its rates. 
A aaller percent..- or non-readers than proved 
readers thought the ooapany could do more to reduce costs. 
'l'be o4da were about 35 to l that this was typical. You'd 
expect the group with aore demonstrated hostility to the 
o~ to take a d1mmer view of its efficiency in keeping 
coats down. '!'he reverse ia true. 'l'he only explanation 
is that aa a group the7 d1drJ,ft know rates were to be increased. 
People who saw the bill inaert announcing the rate increase 
lmew about it. Few others did. 'l'here'e more evidence 
that aeeiDc the rate increase bill inaert was what detel"'llined 
the difference in attitude on this point. While there was 
a aarked difference in attitude on the other questions be-
tween those who said the7 saw the bill insert •often• or 
"ooeaaiona117i• there was none on this question between 
.,.bera of these two pyupa who could prove 1'!9•11 of bill 
1pUrta WbUahed duriM that period. 
'l'here waa no significant difference between the 8 Yes 
Unproved" and "No" groups on th1a question. As a group. 
the "Yes UDproveds" probab17 knew little more about the 
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rate ino:Nase than the non•readera. However, the ilyea 
Unpl"'ved• group was lllllCh 1110re favorable to the company 
than the ••o• group in the •camp&n7 attitude• questions. 
Now we come to the question about the chicken and 
the ea. Do people Uke the OOIIJII1llY more because they 
read lta bill inaerte more, or do they read the bill in• 
aerta more beoau .. tMy Uke the company moret 
'l'here certalnly seems to be mo:N hostility to the 
compaJl7 among those who say they don't read the bill in-
serts. Perhaps some people, at least# don't read the bill 
1n8erta becau .. they don't llke the company. They may al-
ready have their own ideas about it and not want to bother 
reading anything it publishes. 
But where 4o euatomera get their ideas ·- pro or 
con -- about the telephone company? ln the 1959 SNBT sur-
vey, quoted abOve, a large majority said their ideas came 
from advertielng (including the bill insert) and various 
forms ot OOJaPllrlY publ1o1ty. !he ideas they get this 
wa7 aeem to ottend t'ew people. 'l'hoae who were most exposed 
to the bill inserts and who recalled them best were the 
oomtenJ'• most enthusiastic supporters. We should note 
especially that groups with a higher recall or bill in-
.. rta tend to think more h1sh).y of' the company. There's 
nothing to indicate that people recall 1nto:mation f'rora a 
source they like better than f'I'OIII one the7 dislike. Bvi-
f" denoe from research indicates the contra17. 2 
Hovland and Weiss 1n SohX'81'1111., 91!.• cit. 1 pp. 280·288. 
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So we oan say p!'lttty definitely that bill insert copy 
can influence readers favorably to the eODIJ)an3l' that pub· 
11shea it. 
It bill lnaerts are ettective tor both advertising 
ud public relations use • which way should they be used 
b7 a pubUo utility c0111pany' 
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Chapter XI 
PUBLlC RILA'l'lONS OR AD'Ilt:RTlSINGt 
As we've seen, a public utility firm needs both 
public relations and advertiaing tools. The need for 
advertising, of course, varies from company to company. 
Some powe:r t'il'IB8 have no hardware to advertise$ some run 
their own stores. All telephone CCIII!Panies have hardware. 
to advel"t1ae, and, of course, every power or telephone 
COIIIpiiD7 wants to see its services used more. And, as 
we•ve seen, there's the poaa1b1lity that public 'flt1l1ties 
arn•:leaicna may doubt that the cCI!IpflnY really needs a 
hi&her rate unless it sella ita services aggressively to 
pt nles revenue. 
The need f'o:r public relations in a publicly regulated 
enterprise is too obvious to need any elaboration. There's 
also a 1118l'Ohand1eing aspect to public relations J customers 
With favorable attitudes toward the company are more likely 
to bU7 ita ext:ra services. Telephone companies; raced 
with inCreasing competition f:rom private communications sys-
teaa1 are now beginning to push this theme in their house 
orsana. '1'he Swthwestem !!ell Telephone Com:p&l'ly magazine 
or Ootober,. 1960 devoted a six-page article to competition 
and what employees could do to help the company. Its 
advice for rank and file employees t go out of your way to 
f' help the custOIIltt:r, so he '11 want to do budnes With us. 
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In other words, person-to-Person public relations. 
Although a bUl insert program is relatively cheap 
compared to medium-size utility companies' advertising 
Prosrams (in SNIT, tor instance, a year of bill inserts 
costs less than a tenth of a year of newspaper advertising) 
the indiVidual insert isn't cheap. Take the SNBT insert. 
It has about 84 square inches of space, or the equivalent 
of 42 column inches in a newspaper ad. In 19606 a single 
insert cost about $2700. An ad or the same size in each 
of Connecticut's da1Uea would coat about $1722. The 
cost or inserts varies according to the quality and quan-
tity, of course. This exaaple is an insert of mediwu 
quantity (about 800,000) and averqe production coat. 
That beiq the case j a f:1m should caret'Ully decide how 
1t can set the most from its bill :insert. 
As the bill insert oan do ei.ther a se1Ung of a P.R. 
job, 1t should be used where the need is greater. Let's 
see what other media a.re available to do these jobs. 
A firm can use a 
Newspaper Publicity 
Newspaper Advertising 
~elev:1s1on Publicity 
Television Program& 
Television Commercials 
Radio Publicity 
Radio Progrus 
Radio Oollllerclals. 
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N!W!HP'r RUl?lidty is best ror public relations 
work. Stories show the o~ as efficient, a good cit• 
iaen and good to its employees. 'l'tUs medium has been used 
for •rchand1a1ng, but the possibilities are limited. The 
average news story has a comparatively limited readership. 
Really good ator1es have high readerahip, but they are 
rare. A big drawback, too, is that you can't always get 
!J*oe when or where you want it. 
Mewapap!r AdvertisinG is best for merchandising. 
Ada o&mpete for attention with news stories and other ads. 
'l'bey muat be eye catching and simple. There 1 s not I'OIIIIl for 
aubtlety. It's hard to do institutional work in advertise-
' lllillnta without producing preacey copy. 
'l'el!V1a1on p.!bl1oitz is beat adapted to public re-
lations work. This medium can be used only for fairly big 
storie11 ao oppoJrtunities for much work of any type are 
U.ll11ted. 
Television progf!!s are best adapted for public re-
lations work. A good program may tend to make peoplelt;hink 
the aponaor is a good citizen# conservative, idealistic, etc. 
However, television programs can 1t be specific enough to 
oarr,r a large share of a firm's public relations needs. 
'l.'he7're alao pretty expensive f'or what they can do. 
Television comeerciala are best adapted to merchandising. 
They are e:xtre~~~~tly 11m1ted in tilllll!l and must be punchy and direct. 
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Radio publ:l.citz is beat adapted to public relations 
work. It can be used for lllGN news stories than 'tV publi-
city, but not nearly •nouah to fulfill a tim's needs. 
Peawrea are out, so tMs medium 1s poorer for merchandising 
than newspaper publicity. 
Radio 1rosraaa are beat adapted to public relations 
work. 'l'he7 have about the nme 111111tationa as 'tV programs, 
but tn. coat ia 811111ller. 8o 18 the audience. 
R!!U,q c011111erc&!l• are best adapted to merchandising. 
It's aa.ewhat the same situation as with TV commercials, 
but the longer t:lllle available on radio pem1ts a little more 
public relations work. 
other media pel'lld.t exterud.ve use of straight me:rohandis• 
1ftc material, but oppo:rtunit:t.ea with extensive public 
relatione work are 11111.1ted. t..t.itationa are low reader-
ahip# the f':t.elds that can be covered or the lack or a chance 
to explain the OOIIpall7'• situation fUll7 to its customer. 
'!'he •diwa that can tUl tMs gap is the bill insert. 
'.l'he bill insert should contain mostly public relations 
material. Poaa1bly 1t ahoulc1 be all public relations. The 
ineert pbliahed by Pe~r 1'elephone Company (now 
Oenera11'elephone of' Plorida) followed this policy. As 
we've noted, ita surveys showed it had tremendous 
readership while it refrained f'I'CIII an:y •aeu:t.ng• stories, 
1n spite cE a rather poor readability rating. 
' ' 
'!'he beat type ot stories would aeea to be features 
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With a strong httllllln interest element. Since we're t:cying 
to set the JDOst for our money, they should concern --
O~]~t wa;y or another ·- the oc:apaDy that publishes them. 
~~t,.,.O<J:;o:\',··~ 
'l'bere should be a fairly wide variety of the types of stor-
ies .. ..A.uwe'>'el". Each item should get enough apace to do it 
jueUoe. Giveaway pl'OIIlOtiona for such things aa film 
c j.~.i·' 
eataloga areJ~"'quite effective. and customer complaint 
fonaa, (auoh as thoM uMd by Kanaaa-Nebraaka Natural Qaa} 
have definite posa1b111t1es., 
/ 
' The larger size or .bill 1neert is probably more 
effeot1ve, tbouah U ~ld be hard to p~e in this 
paper. because ;you c~ get a wider variety of good stories 
' into it. However,. it is also ooD.B1derably more expensive• 
paper accounts for a good chunk of production costs. 
r'~,A ae.o6nd color is ~)ex.pensive, and there's nothing 
' ' 
to i~iqate that it justifies the expense. 
~/ 
'\ waether draWSJass or photos are used for illustration 
\ ' 
..... 11\aaterial, as long as they're appropriate to the 
,: 
f'ol'tlllt.' You wouldn't want two-color art in a newspaper 
fol'tlllt. for exaaple. 
Tbe bill insert should be attractive as a whole. 
i'l'h1s paper, of course, is hardly the last word on bill 
baerta. ·. Infinitely 1110re I'eH&rch has been done over the 
para (by 1nf'1n1tely more people) on such glamorous media 
u JU&BZ1DB advertisements and television cOIIJII8rcials. 
(\ \\&'A'ftl'.- \he peor little 11atuf'fer• seems to have been unfairly 
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necleoted. Perhaps this paper will help someone else who 
wants to do further work on a medium that ·- 1n many cases 
-- is already ver,y potent and which aas immense possibilities. 
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